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Abstract

For many years, wind tunnel and especially numerical (CFD) studies investigating cyc-
ling aerodynamics used a static cyclist, not a pedaling one. Only a couple of wind tunnel
studies investigated a pedaling cyclist, in which the obtained data was mostly limited to
drag forces. Current developments in software and computational power provide a pos-
sibility for simulating a dynamic, pedaling cyclists with CFD. As CFD provides whole
flow-field data, this would provide non-existing insight in the flow characteristics around
a pedaling cyclist. Moreover, if the CFD simulation of a pedaling cyclist yields satisfying
results, the same meshing and simulation techniques can be applied in other sports (e.g.
speed skating, running, rowing, etc). The goal of this study was to perform a dynamic
simulation of a pedaling cyclist and create guidelines and points of attention for setting
up such dynamic numerical experiments. To create a dynamic mesh, the overset tech-
nique was used. First, a 2D model was used to parameterize the pedaling motion and to
test the overset technique with it. Next, a single leg was modeled in 3D, to test different
cell types and meshing techniques. Finally, a 3D scanned model of a cyclist was used
for unsteady RANS simulations, using the SST k-ω turbulence model for three different
cadences. For validation purposes, wind tunnel experiments were performed on three
different, static, leg positions. The same static positions were also simulated with CFD
and compared with the dynamic model. For a cadence of 75 RPM an average drag area
(CdA) of 0.112m2 was found, for 96 RPM 0.109m2 and for a cadence of 120 RPM the
average drag area was 0.108m2. The higher the cadence, the lower the drag. For the
static leg positions of 0°, 140° and 230° crank angle, where 0° is when the right leg is
at the back, drag areas of, respectively, 0.1402m2, 0.1437m2 and 0.1432m2 were found.
On average, a pedaling cyclist experiences 25% less drag than a static cyclist for the
three considered leg positions. Velocity, pressure coefficient and wall shear stress profiles
were made and compared. However, this study still contains a lot of limitations and
further research is recommended to increase the accuracy and reliability of the results.
Nevertheless, the main goal of this study was achieved. It was found that Poly-Hexcore
cells created with Fluent meshing performed best in terms of convergence. They were
even necessary in combination with the overset technique on such a complex geometry
as a cyclist. Next, the model of the cyclist must be altered to avoid any intersecting
wall boundaries during the motion. This can for instance be achieved by replacing all
joints (in this case the hips and knees) with spheres. Finally, a small enough time step is
crucial for a converging simulation. Not only the Courant number is important, also the
movement of the geometry must be taken into account. For each time step, the model
cannot move more than half the smallest cell size.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In professional cycling, reducing the aerodynamic drag is the most efficient way to im-
prove race times. The aerodynamic drag is around 90% of the total resistance of a
cyclist at racing speeds (∼ 15 m/s) [Kyle and Burke, 1984]. It is clear from the time-
trial positions, drag reducing equipment, drafting tactics and the significant resources
that teams put into improving aerodynamics of the cyclists, that reducing the aerody-
namic drag is of high interest [Crouch et al., 2016]. According to Crouch et al. [2016],
the next step in improving cycling aerodynamics is gaining a better understanding of
the fundamental fluid mechanisms that play an important role in cycling performances.
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a powerful tool to get more insight into the 3D
structures of the flow around a cyclist. CFD provides flow field data, such as velocity
and pressure, across the entire computational domain. Where wind tunnel tests are very
useful for measuring the total drag and qualitatively visualizing the flow field, CFD can
go a step further and calculate the flow field quantitatively. Many studies (CFD and
wind tunnel) have been done regarding the aerodynamic drag of cyclists. Defraeye et al.
[2010] researched the influence of different cyclist’s positions on the drag. Blocken and
Toparlar [2015] investigated the influence of drafting vehicles and later Blocken et al.
[2016] also researched the influence of drafting motorcycles. Griffith et al. [2014] studied
the effect of (static) leg position on the aerodynamic drag of a cyclist, which showed a
difference up to 15% in drag for symmetric or asymmetric leg positions. None of these
studies however, took into account the pedaling motion of the cyclist. It is possible
that the motion of the legs will interact with the wake, resulting in changes to the wake
structure and aerodynamic forces. The motion will also induce inertial effects such as
the squeezing and local acceleration of fluid between body parts as they come in close
proximity to one another [Crouch et al., 2016].

With new developments in software and computational power, new possibilities for sim-
ulating pedaling cyclists using CFD arise. With this, transient simulations of pedaling
cyclists can be made and whole flow-field data obtained. With this, new insights in the
fluid mechanics can be obtained and possibly new drag reducing methods can be pro-
posed. The goal of this study will be to explore new CFD options to create a transient
simulation of a pedaling cyclist. Best practice guidelines will be made and finally some
new insights into the flow field around a cyclist will be presented.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

In this section, an overview of existing literature about cycling aerodynamics is given.
Previous findings, as well as current shortcomings are given and from those the goal of
this study is explained. Next, background information about numerical and wind tunnel
experiments is given. Advantages and disadvantages of both techniques are listed, as
well as best practice guidelines. The theory behind numerical experiments, such as the
governing equations, turbulence models and grid generation is explained. Finally, new
opportunities in simulating moving geometries are explored.

2.1 Cycling aerodynamics

In cycling aerodynamics, the largest potential gain is situated in decreasing the aerody-
namic drag [Crouch et al., 2016, Defraeye et al., 2010, Kyle and Burke, 1984]. This is
most often quantified by the drag coefficient Cd or the drag area CdA:

Cd =
2Fd

AρU2
. (2.1)

Here, Fd is the drag force experienced by the cyclist, A the frontal area, ρ the density and
U the approach speed. For measuring the aerodynamics of a cyclist, usually not the drag
coefficient, but the drag area is used, which is defined as the drag coefficient times the
frontal area: CdA. This is done, because it does not require an explicit determination of
the frontal area A and it gives a direct indication of performance. There have been many
studies on cyclist’s aerodynamics. However most, if not all, study the case of a single fixed
position of the cyclist instead of a pedaling one. The goal to minimize the aerodynamic
drag is greatly complicated when separation occurs, especially due to the complex 3D
geometries of cyclists. It is made even more complicated by the unsteady aerodynamics
associated with the motion of the legs [Crouch et al., 2017]. Recently, studies have
focused on locating the flow separation points on the body during the course of a pedal
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stroke and how three dimensional aspects of the flow relate to the aerodynamic forces
acting on the cyclist. It was found that those forces were correlated with changes in size
and strength of the large-scale flow structures behind the cyclist [Crouch et al., 2014]. It
is a complex aerodynamic problem and looking forward, a better understanding of the
aerodynamics can be obtained, by further studying the unsteady aerodynamics of rider
position, geometry and cyclist motion. A clear view of how pedaling style and cadence
influence both the flow field and the aerodynamic drag of a cyclist are not yet available.
It is known that the flow field changes significantly with different leg positions. More
insight in how the unsteady aerodynamics of the motion of the legs correlate with the
aerodynamics of the bicycle frame could lead to new technologies [Crouch et al., 2017].
Griffith et al. [2014] studied the difference in aerodynamic drag of a cyclist for different
leg positions. Drag areas between 0.20 and 0.23 m2 were measured for different crank
angles. This is a 15% increase in drag area depending on leg position. The minimum in
drag area was measured of a crank angle of 15°. Crank angles were measured where 0° is
when the left leg is positioned furthest downstream and a symmetric position of the legs
is present. The largest drag area was measured for an asymmetric position of the legs,
at 75°, where one leg is stretched and the other raised. They also looked at streamwise
vorticity. The swirling streamwise flow structures generated by the cyclist geometry lead
to increased drag on the cyclist, just as wingtip trailing vortices do for aircraft. One more
noticeable thing was that in the asymmetric case, the thighs align almost perpendicularly
with the flow direction. This created a strong flow separation compared with the the
low drag symmetric case. In the symmetric case, the thighs align closer to 45 degrees
with the flow. This evidently leads to less flow separation and therefore a reduced drag
area. Wind tunnel experiments done by Garćıa-López et al. [2008] indicated that the
drag area of a pedaling cyclist increases with 31% compared to a static cyclist in a
symmetric leg position. This is a significant change and more details about the origin
of this increase can be obtained with numerical experiments. However, Crouch et al.
[2017] stated that: In terms of cycling CFD modelling capabilities, the next step will be
to model the full dynamic motion on the legs. Due to the high computational cost of
running such a simulation, it will likely be some time before full dynamic CFD solutions
will be a practical method used in the optimisation of cycling aerodynamic performance.
Nevertheless, this study tries to achieve just that. With increased numerical power and
a new meshing technique, an initial attempt at a full scale, unsteady simulation of a
pedaling cyclist is made. The goal is to come up with practical guidelines to perform
such a study and present initial results regarding the influence of a pedaling motion on
the aerodynamic drag of a cyclist, as well as more insight into the wake structures and
the influence of different cadences.

2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics

Computational Fluid Dynamics or CFD is the name given to solving fluid flow problems
numerically. A very nice definition is given by Anderson [1995]:
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Computational Fluid Dynamics is the art of replacing the integrals or the
partial derivatives (as the case may be) in the governing equations with dis-
cretised algebraic forms, which in turn are solved to obtain numbers for the
flow field values at discrete points in time and/or space. The end product of
CFD is indeed a collection of numbers, in contrast to a closed form analytical
solution.

CFD has multiple uses. For instance, it is a great tool for understanding and inter-
preting purposes. Numerical experiments can give information that other experiments
cannot. But it is also a powerful tool for designing. Future objects can be modeled and
experimented with, before they are actually build [Anderson, 1995, Wendt, 2009].

2.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages

CFD has many advantages. First, it is relatively inexpensive and fast. One could ar-
gue about that, but certainly computational costs decrease as time increases. Next, it
provides whole flow field data, meaning that all relevant variables are calculated through-
out the whole computational domain, which is simply not possible for other types of
experiments. Also, it has no similarity constraints. Simulations can be executed at full
scale, whereas for instance for wind tunnel experiments, often scale models are needed.
And lastly, it allows for numerical experiments. This means that one can study ex-
plosions or failures or other subjects that you would not want to reproduce in real life
[Blocken, 2015].

But there are also disadvantages. Accuracy, reliability and the sensitivity to the large
number of input parameters are three major concerns. Verification and validation are
therefore very important [Hilgenstock and Ernst, 1996].

2.2.2 Main steps in CFD

A CFD simulation consists of three steps. Preprocessing, solution and postprocessing.
During the preprocessing, the target variables are selected as well as the approximate
equations describing the physics of the flow. The geometry, computational domain and
boundary conditions are chosen and finally a computational grid is generated. First,
one must decide what variables are of importance for a given simulation. For instance
the velocity, pressure or temperature. Next, appropriate approximations of the full
Navier-Stokes equations must be chosen. The full equations are simply too complex and
computationally expensive to solve and therefore a simplified model must be chosen.
Next a geometry and domain must be created according to best practice guidelines
and relevant boundary conditions must be set. Lastly and most importantly, a good
computational grid must be created. This is the hardest part and will take up most of
the time needed for a good CFD simulation. Special care must be given. An accurate,
reliable, but also a converging simulation can only be achieved with an appropriate mesh.
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After that, the solution part starts. First the flow field is initialized. Then, the selected
equations will be discretized and solved algebraically and iteratively for each control
volume. And finally, the solution is obtained after the selected convergence criteria
are met. The final step is the postprocessing. In this step, the data is visualized and
analyzed and the solution is verified and validated [Blocken, 2012, 2015].

2.2.3 Approximate forms of the Navier-Stokes equations

Equations 2.2 show the instantaneous 3D Navier-Stokes equations for a confined, incom-
pressible flow of a Newtonian fluid [Blocken, 2012, Wilcox, 2006]. They represent the
conservation of mass, momentum, heat and concentration, respectively.

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (2.2a)

∂ui
∂t

+ uj
∂ui
∂xj

= −1

ρ

∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj
(2νsij) | sij =

1

2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj
∂xi

)
(2.2b)

∂θ

∂t
+ uj

∂θ

∂xj
=

1

ρcp

∂

∂xj

(
k
∂θ

∂xj

)
(2.2c)

∂c

∂t
+ uj

∂c

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj

(
D

∂c

∂xj

)
(2.2d)

In these equations, xi and ui are vectors for the instantaneous position and velocity, t is
the time, ρ is the density of the fluid, p the pressure, ν the molecular viscosity, sij the
stress rate tensor, θ the instantaneous temperature, cp the specific heat capacity, k the
thermal conductivity, c the instantaneous concentration and D the molecular diffusivity.

These equations form a closed system. However, they are nonlinear, coupled, partial
differential equations and no analytical solution exists for complex geometries. There-
fore, extra assumptions or simplifications are often needed. There are three popular
ways of predicting turbulence in CFD. Those are Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS),
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS). With DNS
the exact Navier-Stokes equations are solved and nothing is modeled. This is very com-
putationally expensive and only works for very basic geometries. It is also very time
consuming and enormous amounts of data are acquired. With LES, only the large ed-
dies are solved and the smaller ones are modeled. This means that LES is not exact but
also a lot less computationally expensive. For complex geometries however, LES may
still be too demanding. If that is the case, there is also RANS. With RANS, all eddies
are modeled and only the averaged Navier-Stokes equations or the mean flow are solved.
RANS is less accurate than LES, but again a lot less computationally demanding and
therefore generally applicable. For RANS, the effect of turbulence on the mean flow is
modeled by so called turbulence models [Casey and Wintergerste, 2000, Wendt, 2009].

In this study the RANS approach is used and RANS is therefore explained in more detail
below. With RANS, only the mean flow is calculated and not the instantaneous proper-
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ties, as depicted in equations 2.2. To do this, the instantaneous values are decomposed in
an average value and an added fluctuating part. This is known as Reynolds decomposi-
tion: u = U +u′, where u is the instantaneous velocity, U the Reynolds average velocity
and u′ the added fluctuating part. This decomposition is put into the Navier-Stokes
equations and the result is the 3D Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations:

∂Ui

∂xi
= 0 (2.3a)

∂Ui

∂t
+ Uj

∂Ui

∂xj
= −1

ρ

∂P

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
2νSij − u′ju

′
i

)
| Sij =

1

2

(
∂Ui

∂xj
+

∂Uj

∂xi

)
(2.3b)

∂Θ

∂t
+ Uj

∂Θ

∂xj
=

1

ρcp

∂

∂xj

(
k
∂Θ

∂xj
− u′jθ

′
)

(2.3c)

∂C

∂t
+ Uj

∂C

∂xj
=

∂

∂xj

(
D

∂C

∂xj
− u′jc

′
)
. (2.3d)

Note that one can make a time average or an ensemble average. When time averaging,
the result is a steady equation but with ensemble averaging the flow remains transient.
When ensemble averaging the Navier-Stokes equations, it is called Unsteady RANS or
URANS, instead of RANS. URANS however, does not simulate turbulence, only stat-
istics. This can be a good option if the unsteadiness is pronounced. Since this study is
focusing on moving athletes, which is inherently an unsteady problem, a transient sim-
ulation is required and therefore URANS is used [Blocken, 2012]. In equations 2.3, the
instantaneous values from equations 2.2 are replaced by the (in this case ensemble) av-
eraged values: U , P , Sij , Θ and C. As a result the added terms, shown in red, represent
the fluctuating parts. These terms are called the Reynolds stresses, turbulent heat flux
and turbulent mass flux for, respectively, the velocity, temperature and concentration
equations. To solve these extra terms new equations are needed: the turbulence model
equations [Blocken, 2012, Wilcox, 2006].

2.2.4 Turbulence models

Most commonly used turbulence models include first order closure and second order
closure models. First order closure models use the Boussinesq eddy viscosity hupothesis
to relate the Reynolds stresses to velocity gradients in the mean flow. Second order
closure models however, try to solve additional equations for the Reynolds stresses and
turbulent heat and mass fluxes. In this study, first order closure is used. The Boussinesq
eddy viscosity hypothesis is expressed as:

−u′iu
′
j = 2 νtSij −

2

3
k δij . (2.4)
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This equation relates the Reynolds stresses to the turbulent viscosity νt, the mean strain
rate Sij (same as in eq. 2.3b), the turbulent kinetic energy k = 1

2u
′
iu

′
i and a Kronecker

delta δij =

{
1 for i = j

0 for i 6= j
. The turbulent viscosity is calculated differently by different

turbulence models. In this study, the realizable k-ε model is used in the 2D case and the
SST k-ω model is used for the 3D simualtions.

Realizable k-ε model

The realizable k-εmodel is based on transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy

k (2.5) and the dissipation rate ε = ν
∂u′i
∂xj

∂u′i
∂xj

(2.6) as shown below [ANSYS®, 2018].

∂

∂t
(ρk) +

∂

∂xj
(ρkuj) =

∂

∂xj

[(
µ+

µt

σk

)
∂k

∂xj

]
+Gk +Gb − ρε− YM + Sk (2.5)

∂

∂t
(ρε) +

∂

∂xj
(ρεuj) =

∂

∂xj

[(
µ+

µt

σε

)
∂ε

∂xj

]
+ ρC1Sε− ρC2

ε2

k +
√
νε

+ C1ε
ε

k
C3εGb + Sε

(2.6)

The eddy viscosity in these equations is computed from

µt = ρCµ
k2

ε
. (2.7)

More information about the k-ε model and all the terms and constants can be found in
appendix A.

SST k-ω model

The k-ω model is based on transport equations for the turbulence kinetic energy k (2.8)
and the specific dissipation rate ω (2.9) as shown below [ANSYS®, 2018].

∂

∂t
(ρk) +

∂

∂xi
(ρkui) =

∂

∂xj

(
Γk

∂k

∂xj

)
+Gk − Yk + Sk (2.8)

∂

∂t
(ρω) +

∂

∂xi
(ρωui) =

∂

∂xj

(
Γω

∂ω

∂xj

)
+Gω − Yω + Sω (2.9)

In these equations, the first term represents a local variation with time, the second term
is an advective term, the third term represents diffusion in which Γk and Γω represent
the effective diffusivity of k and ω, Gk and Gω represent the generation of k and ω, Yk
and Yω the dissipation due to turbulence and Sk and Sω are user defined source terms.
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The specific dissipation rate ω can be seen as the ratio between ε and k. The effective
diffusivities of k and ω are given by:

Γk = µ+
µt

σk
(2.10a)

Γω = µ+
µt

σω
, (2.10b)

where σk and σω are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ω. In the SST k-ω model,
the turbulent vicosity µt = ρνt is computed by combining k and ω as follows:

µt =
ρk

ω

1

max
[

1
α∗ ,

SijF2

α1ω

] . (2.11)

This way of computing µt takes into account the transport of the turbulent shear stress,
by putting a limiter on the eddy viscosity [ANSYS®, 2018]. More information about
the SST k-ω model and all the different variables and constants is presented in appendix
B.

2.2.5 Mesh generation

As mentioned before, the generation of the mesh is the most time consuming and argu-
ably the most important part to create a successful CFD simulation [Hirsch, 2007]. A
lot of best practice guidelines exist to ensure that a good mesh is created. Casey and
Wintergerste [2000] made a very nice documentation about best practice guidelines. Not
only regarding the mesh, but CFD as a whole. Some important guidelines about the
mesh are discussed below.

Discretization

In order to calculate the discretized equations, the computational domain must also be
discretized. Using grid cells with appropriate resolution to capture the flow structures
is key. There are two ways to discretize the domain, with a structured grid (figure 2.1a)
or an unstructured grid (figure 2.1b).

Figure 2.1: A structured (a) versus an unstructured (b) grid [Gant et al., 2014].
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In this study, an unstructured grid is chosen due to the complex geometry of the cyclist.
The accuracy of the grid is not only determined by the size of the grid, but also on the
form of the mesh. Grid cells with large angles or high aspect ratios should be avoided.
Also, the growth ratio of adjacent cells should be kept below 1.2. This means that
neighboring cells should not increase in size more than 20% at a time. Next to walls,
the first layer of cells should preferably have perpendicular gridlines to the wall. In
regions where there are large gradients in the flow, smaller grid cells are needed. If
there are only small gradients in a region, the grid cells can be made larger there to
decrease computational costs. Also, between boundaries at least ten cells should be
present. This is important to simulate the flow between those boundaries accurately. It
is also important to perform a grid sensitivity study. The accuracy of a simulation is
dependent on the number of cells. It often holds that the more cells are used, the more
accurate the simulation will be. However, smaller cell sizes and thus more cells, also
mean a more computationally expensive simulation. Therefore, a compromise in mesh
size must often be made. Meshes of different sizes should be compared to investigate the
dependence of the results on the mesh size. If no significant difference is present after
a certain refinement, a grid-insensitive solution is reached and the proper mesh size is
found [Casey and Wintergerste, 2000].

Domain size

The domain should be large enough so that the boundaries of the computational domain
do not influence the flow field around the geometry. There are two main ways to quantify
if a domain is sufficiently large. One can look at the minimum distances between the
geometry and the domain boundaries, or at the so called blockage ratio. Franke et al.
[2004] stated that a good computational domain has the following dimensions: upstream
a distance of at least 5 times the maximum height of the geometry, downstream 15 times
due to the wake being a lot larger than upstream disturbances, sideways also 5 times
the maximum geometry height and the height of the domain should be at least 6 times
the maximum height of the geometry. This is schematically visualized in figure 2.2. The
second kind of criteria is the blockage ratio. The blockage ratio is defined as the total
frontal area of the geometry divided by the cross section of the domain. According to
Franke et al. [2007] this ratio should be lower than 3%.

Figure 2.2: Schematic visualization of minimum distances from geometry to boundaries
in a CFD simulation [Revuz et al., 2012].
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Near wall treatment

The flow structures in the inner layer close to the wall can be divided into three sub-
layers: the Log-law layer, the Buffer layer and the Linear sub layer. In the Log-law
layer, turbulence is dominant. In the buffer layer, turbulence and viscous effects are
equally important. Finally, in the Linear sub layer or viscous layer, the viscous effects
are dominant. The flow behaves differently in each layer and consequently, different
treatments are needed in different layers. Most turbulence models, including the SST
k-ωmodel, are only valid for regions where turbulence is dominant. Therefore, a different
approach is needed for the modeling of the near-wall region. First of all, the size of the
different layers needs to be known. For that purpose, two parameters are introduced:
the dimensionless wall unit y+ and the dimensionless fluid speed u+ [Wilcox, 2006]:

y+ =
ρuτy

µ
(2.12)

u+ =
UT

uτ
. (2.13)

Here, ρ is the fluid density, uτ =
√

τw
ρ the friction velocity, with τw the wall shear stress,

y is the distance to the wall, µ the dynamic viscosity and UT the fluid speed tangential
to the wall. There exists a law of the wall that uses these two parameters to define the
thickness and behavior of each layer. The law of the wall is shown in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The law of the wall [ANSYS®, 2018].
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Using figure 2.3 and the values for y+ and u+, it can be determined in which region
the flow is located. There are two ways to approach the modeling of the inner layer,
wall functions and Low-Reynolds number modeling. The working of both is visually
represented in figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Wall functions (left) and Low-Reynolds number modeling (right) [AN-
SYS®, 2018].

With wall functions, coarser cells are used and instead of solving the inner region, semi
empirical formulas, the so called wall functions, are used to bridge the viscosity affected
region between the wall and the fully turbulent region. With Low-Reynolds number
modeling, the turbulence models are modified in order to solve the viscous sublayer with
a finer mesh all the way to the wall. Wall functions are only an approximation, whereas
Low-Reynolds number modeling is more accurate. However, with wall functions one
can use a coarser mesh and thus reduce the computational cost. Also, wall functions
are more suitable for resolving flows with high Reynolds numbers and for modeling
roughness. But Low-Reynolds number modeling is better suited for modeling near-wall
heat and mass transfer [Blocken, 2015, Wilcox, 2006]. The flow separation point is better
predicted by Low-Reynolds number modeling. Wall functions, due to their coarser mesh,
cannot really simulate the exact point of flow separation [Anil Kumar et al., 2015]. For
Low-Reynolds number modeling, a value of y+ < 1 is recommended to unsure that a
fine enough grid is present to model the viscous sub layer accurately. For wall functions,
y+ > 10 is recommended. This ensures that the viscous layer is situated in the first
cell and the wall functions can model it accordingly. It is important to either have a
really fine mesh with y+ < 1, or a much coarser mesh with y+ > 10. For smaller y+

values, wall functions will typically deteriorate and the accuracy of the solutions cannot
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be maintained. However, with the k-ω model, there exist so called y+-insensitive wall
functions. The ω-equation can be integrated through the viscous sublayer. This feature
can be utilized for a y+-insensitive wall treatment by blending the viscous sublayer
formulation and the logarithmic layer formulation based on y+. These wall functions
can therefore also be used for grids with smaller y+ values [ANSYS®, 2018].

Courant number

A final variable that needs to be taken into account is the Courant number, also known
as the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number. The CFL condition can be defined as:

C = v
∆t

∆x
≤ 1, (2.14)

where C is the Courant number, v the propagation speed, ∆t the time step and ∆x the
cell size. When C ≤ 1, any information in a simulation is passed on between neighboring
cells, without skipping any cells. The Courant number must be equal to or less than
unity for stability, C ≤ 1, but at the same time it is desirable to have C as close to unity
as possible for accuracy. [Wendt, 2009]

2.2.6 Dynamic meshes

To perform a dynamic simulation, a dynamic mesh is needed. There are several ways
to create a dynamic mesh. One method is called the sliding mesh technique. In the
sliding mesh technique, multiple cell zones can be used. Each cell zone is bounded by at
least one interface zone, where it meets the opposing cell zone. The interface zones of
neighboring cell zones are associated with one another to form a mesh interface. During
the calculation, the cell zones rotate or translate relative to one another along the mesh
interface in discrete steps. Since the flow is inherently unsteady, a time dependent
solution procedure is required. The sliding mesh is only useful for simple geometries
and motions since mesh boundaries must overlap at all times and no deformation can
take place. A second method is called the dynamic mesh technique and can be divided
into three groups of mesh motion: smoothing, dynamic layering and remeshing. When
smoothing is used to adjust the mesh of a zone with a moving or deforming boundary, the
interior nodes of the mesh move, but the number of nodes and their connectivity does not
change. In this way, the interior nodes absorb the movement of the boundary. Dynamic
layering can only be used in prismatic mesh zones. It is used to add or remove layers of
cells next to a moving boundary. Initially, the cells in a layer expand when a boundary
is moving away, until a critical height is reached and the cells are split. Finally there
is the remeshing method. This is a supplementary method to the smoothing method.
When the boundary movement is large compared to the local cell sizes, the quality of
the mesh can deteriorate and this can lead to convergence problems. To prevent this,
local remeshing can be applied. Cells that violate skewness or size criteria are marked
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and locally remeshed. Mesh skewness, aspect ratio, and non-orthogonality have to be
controlled during the deforming process of any of the dynamic mesh methods. The
wrong evolution of the mesh could produce an unphysical behavior of the computed flow
field. Moreover, the quality of the mesh close to wall boundaries must be kept high at
all times, since the highest gradients in the flow field occur there. However, it is not
possible to control this with the dynamic mesh technique and therefore, a new way of
creating dynamic meshes is needed. This technique is called the ”overset technique”
[ANSYS®, 2018].

2.2.7 Overset mesh

In Ansys Fluent 18, a new feature called the overset mesh was introduced. It can be used
to build the computational domain from overlapping meshes. In this way, moving objects
can be meshed separately and overlapping those meshes with a background mesh ensures
high quality grid for each time step in a transient simulation. Each individual part has
its own mesh, with specific characteristics beneficial for them. Instead of having to make
one complicated dynamic mesh, which changes each time step, overset meshing allows
for one mesh, consisting of multiple overlapping meshes, where only the intersection
point changes. Information between the meshes is transferred by interpolating the data
in overlapping regions. An example of an overset mesh setup is shown in figure 2.5.

(a) Before initializing (b) After initializing

Figure 2.5: Overset mesh with a background mesh and one component mesh [AN-
SYS®, 2018].

The outer boundaries of the components are set to ”overset” and Fluent automatically
creates the connectivity between the meshes when the flow is initialized. Cells that
would fall outside the computational domain are called ”Dead” cells (figure 2.6d) and
are deleted after initializing. The cells where the flow field is solved are called ”Solve”
cells (figure 2.6c). All the cells present in the overset mesh after initialization are Solve
cells. There are also ”Receptor” (figure 2.6e) and ”Donor” (figure 2.6f) cells. Receptor
cells receive the interpolated data from the other mesh and Donor cells, a subset of the
Solve cells, are the cells that transfer their data to Receptor cells. In figure 2.6 the mesh
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from figure 2.5 is recreated and each cell type marked in red for the background and in
orange for the overset.

(a) Overset mesh before initializing. (b) Overset mesh after initializing.

(c) Solve cells. (d) Dead cells.

(e) Receptor cells. (f) Donor cells.

Figure 2.6: Different types of cells marked in an overset mesh.

The last type of cells are called ”Orphan” cells. These are cells that need to be avoided.
An Orphan cell is created when a Receptor cell cannot find a (valid) Donor cell. Most
of the times this happens when there is to little overlap between meshes, or that the
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different meshes have very different cell sizes. As a result, the Receptor cells cannot find
valid Donor cells. Dead or Receptor cells are invalid Donor cells since they are not part
of the Solve cells. Orphan cells can become a problem when walls of different meshes are
close to each other. At least four cells must be present in a gap, but preferably more, in
order to have a good connection between the meshes. If there are Orphan cells present,
Fluent tries to assign values to it, in order to keep the simulation from diverging. It
is therefore important that there are not to many Orphan cells and preferably not in
regions of high interest. But a couple of Orphan cells does not necessarily mean that the
simulation will diverge or be too inaccurate. There is no limit on how many components
can be present in an overset interface. The component meshes can overlap each other
and the overset boundary can cross other boundaries, as is also the case in figure 2.5
where the top part of the overset boundary extends outside the domain. What is not
allowed however, is the crossing of physical boundaries with each other, such as wall,
inlet, outlet and symmetry. Physical boundaries can overlap, but not intersect. This
will inherently lead to Orphan cells and thus to a more inaccurate simulation.

Figure 2.7 shows how two component meshes with overlapping wall boundaries can be
used to alter the shape of the geometry. Fluent automatically analyzes the overlapping
boundaries of the two meshes and marks the correct cells as Solve and Dead. Figure
2.7b shows how, after initialization, part of the original geometry is now replaced due to
the extra component mesh. Below some best practice guidelines are listed when working
with overset meshes [ANSYS®, 2018].

(a) Before initializing (b) After initializing

Figure 2.7: Overlapping wall boundaries of two component meshes [ANSYS®, 2018].

• Donor and Receptor cells should be of similar size to minimize interpolation errors.

• At least four but preferably more cells are needed to overlap between different
meshes to ensure a good coupling between meshes and prevent the creation of
orphan cells.

• Transient simulations should be started from a converged steady-state solution.

• Using the double precision solver is recommended for simulations using overset
mesh.
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• When using a dynamic mesh, a sufficiently small time step must be chosen so that
the relative mesh motion does not exceed the length of the smallest cell at the
overset interface. This ensures a smooth evolution of the overset interface as well
as a better accuracy and stability.

• During the calculation the cell types can change. The change from Dead directly
to Solve should be kept at a minimum for better accuracy and stability.

2.3 Wind tunnel experiments

In wind tunnel experiments, the wind flow around full scale or model scale objects is
accurately reproduced in a tunnel like construction, under controlled conditions, to study
the object’s performance for design or research purposes.

2.3.1 Advantages and disadvantages

Wind tunnels have the advantage that they are often a rapid, economical and accurate
tool for conducting aerodynamic research. It is possible to use models early in the design
stage. Wind tunnels include the full complexity of real fluid flow and large amounts of
reliable data can be obtained. Using wind tunnels can save money but also lives [Barlow
et al., 1999]. A disadvantage however, is that often scale models are used and similarity
constraints can become an issue. Also, only information at specific points in the domain
can be obtained, often by means of intrusive techniques. But wind tunnel experiments
remain an essential tool for validating CFD simulations.

2.3.2 Different types

There are different types of wind tunnels, each designed for a specific kind of experiments.
There are open and closed circuit wind tunnels with open and closed test sections. In
an open circuit wind tunnel, the air is coming from outside and the fan either blows
or sucks the wind to the test section, called a blow down or suck down wind tunnel.
In a closed circuit wind tunnel, the air is recirculated through the tunnel and (almost)
no exchange of air with he outside is possible. Examples of an open and closed circuit
wind tunnel are given in figure 2.8. Both types of wind tunnels have advantages and
disadvantages, schematically shown in table 2.1 [Barlow et al., 1999, Cermak, 2003].

An open wind tunnel is easier and cheaper to built and therefore most often used for
educational purposes, where the actual results do not have to be most accurate. The
conditions of the surrounding air influences the behavior inside the tunnel, but it makes
it easier to use for instance smoke in the tunnel for visual effects, without having to purge
the wind tunnel afterwards. Closed circuit wind tunnels are more accurate, because they
are sealed from the outside. They also use extra features inside the tunnel that further
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(a) Open
(b) Closed

Figure 2.8: An example of an open and closed circuit wind tunnel [Barlow et al., 1999].

Open circuit Closed circuit
Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages

Low construction cost Screening Recycling seeding particles High construction cost
No purging Surroundings effect flow High flow quality Purging needed

More energy and noise Independent of surrounding conditions Cooling needed

Table 2.1: Advantages and disadvantages of open and closed circuit wind tunnels

enhance the flow. Seeding particles for PIV can be recycled and less energy is needed
for the same experiment. However, closed circuit wind tunnels are more expensive to
built and are therefore mostly used in consultancy and industry where a high quality
measurement is needed and the tunnel is frequently used [Chanetz, 2017].

2.3.3 Wind tunnel components

Figure 2.9 shows the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) wind tunnel at Eindhoven
University of Technology in the Netherlands.

At position A, four fans are located. Each fan can be controlled individually with a total
power of 250kW. The direction of the flow is indicated by the green arrow. A low-angle
diffuser is located at position B. It is used to increase the cross section and reduce pressure
losses. Corner vanes are installed in each corner, indicated by the letter C. These are used
to change the flow direction with a minimum in pressure and energy losses. Honeycombs
and screens are located at position D. Honeycombs are used to reduce the difference in
transverse and vertical turbulence intensity over the cross section and the screens reduce
the longitudinal velocity across the cross section and thereby reducing the longitudinal
turbulence intensity. This increases the accuracy of the measurement. To further reduce
turbulence intensity, but also to align the flow and increase the wind speed, a contraction
(E) is used. At position F, the second test section is located. Here measurements on
athletes and vehicles are performed, which do not require and ABL profile but rather a
uniform approach flow. For an ABL wind tunnel, the test section is much larger than
for other types of wind tunnels. To create the flow profile of an ABL, roughness features
such as spires, barriers and roughness elements, are placed in the test section before
the model. Measurements on buildings are therefore performed at position H, at the
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Figure 2.9: Atmospheric boundary layer wind tunnel at Eindhoven University of Tech-
nology [Jeltes, 2018].

end of the test section. Between F and H, the Atmospheric Boundary Layer profile is
generated with the above mentioned roughens features. The total length of the test
section is 27m. It consists of nine independently movable modules with a cross section
of 3 ∗ 2m. Because the air loses very little speed, the fans can operate at lower power
to achieve similar velocity, saving energy. Finally, safety screens are installed before the
fans to prevent damage to the fans in case the model breaks [Barlow et al., 1999].

2.3.4 Best practice guidelines

There are some requirements to wind tunnel testing. Plate and Cermak stated that one
needs proper scaling, matching Reynolds and Rossby numbers, Kinematic simulation of
air flow, boundary layer velocity distribution and turbulence and matching zero pressure
gradient found in the real world [Barlow et al., 1999]. The Reynolds number is defined
as the ratio between inertial forces and viscous forces:

Re =
UL

ν
. (2.15)

In this equation, U is the velocity, L the length scale and ν the kinematic viscosity.
The Reynolds number is a dimensionless number, that helps to predict flow patterns
in certain situations. At low Reynolds numbers the flow is laminar, whereas for high
Reynolds numbers a flow will be turbulent.

When using scale models in wind tunnel testing, matching Reynolds numbers can be
hard. Take for instance a 1/50 scale, and both the wind tunnel and real world use air
with the same viscosity, that means that the wind speed needs to be 50 times larger. If
for instance a wind speed of 10m/s is present in the real world, than the wind tunnel
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wind speed needs to be 500m/s, which is no longer subsonic. However, exact matching
of Reynolds numbers is not always needed. If models have sharp edges, the separation
points will be fixed, independent of the Reynolds number. Often a minimum Reynolds
number threshold is used, typically of the range of 104. Also, multiple tests can be
performed at different Reynolds numbers to investigate Reynolds number independence.
The Rossby number is defined as the ratio between inertial force and Coriolis force. This
number is used to quantify the effect of the earth’s rotation of the system. Only for very
small velocities or large systems the earth’s rotation can have an effect. However, this is
more often then not the case and thus the earth’s rotation will have a very insignificant
effect on most systems.

There are also some guidelines for the kinematic simulation of the different variables. The
velocity distributions in the natural boundary layer should be simulated as completely
as possible. The model can be placed on a turntable. In this way the effect of different
wind directions can be investigated. Matching the zero pressure gradient, as found in
the real world, can be achieved by an adjustable roof or with openings in the roof. The
ABL wind tunnel at Eindhoven University of Technology has openings in the roof. The
very thick boundary layer in a wind tunnel, enhances the longitudinal pressure gradient
in the tunnel. This can be counteracted by an adjustable test section roof. Finally
the temperature gradients in the atmospheric boundary layer often vanish when wind
speeds are high. The strong wind creates a well-mixed atmospheric boundary layer and
simulating the boundary layer structure and turbulence is adequate. In most studies
this is the case and therefore no special care has to be taken to provide a temperature
gradient in the wind tunnel. Finally the blockage ratio, which is the ratio of the frontal
area of the model and the cross section of the wind tunnel, should be lower than 5%.
If this ratio is larger, artificial acceleration is created and wind speeds are no longer
matched [ASCE et al., 1999, Barlow et al., 1999].

For automotive experiments in wind tunnels, different guidelines exist. These guidelines
also apply to experiments on cyclists. Most experiments want to simulate still air and
a moving car or athlete. It is therefore important that the approach flow is as uniform
as possible, with a turbulence intensity lower than 0.5%, to simulate still air. Ideally,
the moving road is modeled as well, for instance by a moving belt ground plate. How-
ever, it was found that this is impractical for full-scale tests, because the aerodynamic
forces cannot be simultaneously measured by an underfloor balance. The presence of
the viscous boundary layer on the test section floor interferes with the measurement
[Waudby-Smith and Rainbird, 1985]. For cycling aerodynamics, most of the model is
situated away from the floor, except for the wheels. Therefore, a stationairy floor will
only have a small effect on the large scale flow field [Crouch et al., 2017]. The effect
of the boundary layer can be reduced, by placing the model on an elevated plate with
embeded force balance. Finally, due to the long turbulent wake behind the model, the
test section must be sufficiently large. Garry et al. [1994] suggested that the distance
between the rear of the model and the end of the test section should be at least four
times the square root of the base area of the model.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

The goal of this study is to create a dynamic simulation of a pedaling cyclist. To do
this, a 3D scan of a cyclist is made and the generated geometry will be used for the
simulations. Before trying to model this complex geometry and motion, a simulation
in 2D of a single leg is made first. The parameterization of the pedaling motion can
thereby be tested, as well as the behaviour of the overset technique with this kind of
motion. Then, a geometry of a single leg in 3D is made. This geometry is used to
test different grid refinements and the effect of the overset technique in 3D. Finally, the
full geometry of a cyclist is used for a transient simulation of a pedaling cyclist. To
validate the results, wind tunnel tests are performed for three different leg positions and
compared with steady simulations in the same position.

3.1 2D single leg

3.1.1 Geometry

To test the pedaling motion and see how the overset mesh would react, a simple geometry
was created as shown in figure 3.1.

The geometry consists of two identical stadium shapes, overlapping at the position of
the knee. The hip is positioned at the origin. In this case, it was inevitable to have
intersecting wall boundaries. The front of the knee has overlapping walls, but in the
knee cavity the boundaries intersect. This is an area of less interest, since wind speeds
are low behind the knee. The pedaling motion that a cyclist makes was parameterized
using this geometry as a base.
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Figure 3.1: 2D geometry representing a simplified upper and lower leg.

3.1.2 Pedaling motion

The pedaling motion of a cyclist’s leg can be viewed as an intersection (knee) of two
circles where the center of the upper circle stays stationary (hip) and lower circle makes
a periodic circular motion (heel) as shown in figure 3.2b.

A discrete model for this motion is created and shown below.
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xk = U cos (α) , yk = U sin (α) (3.5)

αU = arctan

(
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)
, αL = arctan

(
yh − yk
xh − xk

)
(3.6)

ωU =
αU (t+ dt)− αU (t)

dt
, OU = (0, 0)

ωL =
αL(t+ dt)− αL(t)

dt
, OL = (xh, yh)

uU = 0, vU = 0, uL =
xh(t+ dt)− xh(t)

dt
, vL =

yh(t+ dt)− yh(t)

dt

(3.7)
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First the coordinates of the heel are calculated for each time step (3.1), using the lengths
(3.2) and angles of the upper and lower leg and the crank. In this equation the pedaling
frequency is taken to be one rotation per second. Using geometry, the (time dependent)
angle of the upper leg (α) is calculated (3.4). Next, the coordinates of the knee are
obtained with equation 3.5. Finally, the linear and angular velocity of both upper and
lower leg are calculated by subtracting the positions and angles at time t and t+ dt and
dividing by dt (3.7). An illustration of the definitions is shown in figure 3.2. In these
equations, U and L are the lengths of the upper and lower leg respectively, rc is the
length of the crank, O is the location of the hip and also the origin, (xh, yh) are the
coordinates of the heel in time, t is the time, dt is the time step, D is the distance from
the origin to the heel, (xk, yk) are the coordinates of the knee, αU is the angle of the
upper leg, αL is the angle of the lower leg, OU and OL are the origin of rotation of the
upper and lower leg and ωU , uU , vU , ωL, uL and vL are the angular and linear velocities
of the upper and lower leg, respectively.

(a) Initial position (b) Intersection of two circles

Figure 3.2: Leg motion

3.1.3 Mesh

Different meshes are created to study what the best kind of mesh is in combination with
the overset technique. Different parameters were changed and the effects are discussed
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below. The 2D mesh consists of triangles in the bulk and a so-called inflation layer near
the wall. The inflation layer is a layer of rectangles, increasing in thickness towards the
bulk. The inflation layer is used to model the boundary layer where gradients in the
flow are largest.

Inflation layer aspect ratio

As mentioned before, there are intersecting boundaries in the geometry, in the knee
cavity. This will inherently lead to Orphan cells. However, the amount of Orphan
cells must still be kept at a minimum. It was found that, when using inflation layers,
an optimum aspect ratio exists. Usually inflation layers start very wide and thin and
gradually grow in thickness. The increase in area from the rectangular inflation layer
cell to the triangular cell on top must not be too large. However, in the knee cavity
where the boundaries intersect, some Orphan cells are created. The wider and thinner
the inflation layer cells, the more Orphan cells are created. To reduce that amount, the
cells in the inflation layer can be made narrower and thicker. This will reduce the quality
of the inflation layer, however. An exaggerated example is shown in figure 3.3.

(a) 2D leg. (b) Wide thin layers. (c) Narrow thick layers.

Figure 3.3: Exaggerated example of how different types of inflation layers effect the
amount of Orphan cells (yellow) in the knee cavity.

There are far more cells disappearing (Orphan cells) in figure 3.3b than in figure 3.3c.
The disappearing cells are marked in yellow. The wide thin layers have 45 Orphan cells
and the narrow thick layers only 12. As mentioned in section 2.2.5, the highest gradients
in the flow occur near the wall. Therefore, the finest mesh is needed close to the wall.
A high quality mesh, including proper inflation layers, is needed to model the near-
wall features accurately. A wide thin inflation layer performs best and it is therefore
unavoidable to have multiple Orphan cells in the knee cavity.
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Stair-stepping in the knee cavity

A way to reduce the amount of Orphan cells, is to change the mesh type only in the knee
cavity. Since the knee cavity is a region of low wind speeds, the inflation layers may be
removed there. The idea is that triangular cells fit better in the cavity and result in less
Orphan cells. A new mesh, with a stair stepping of inflation layers in the knee cavity
was proposed, to ensure high quality mesh on the rest of the body and few Orphan cells
in the knee cavity, as shown in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: 2D mesh of a single leg, combining high quality inflation layers and stair
stepping in the knee cavity to reduce Orphan cells (rotated view to better fit the page).

However, when using this mesh the simulation diverged. A possible reason is that, during
the motion, the place where the boundaries intersect (knee cavity) changes position.
This leads to a shift in positions of Orphan cells. If that shift is very pronounced, Dead
cells are transformed to Solve cells directly, which is not wanted. Dead cells should
first transform to Receptor cells before becoming Solve cells. Also, a very sharp angle
between upper and lower leg is created, resulting in more Orphan cells.

Extra transition zone

An extra feature is added to ensure that the position of the intersection does not change
to much with each time step and to ensure that smaller angles of intersecting boundaries
are created. Including an extra circular mesh at the position of the knee could do both,
shown in figure 3.5.

Unfortunately, when using inflation layers, some mesh zones disappeared at certain time
steps. Figure 3.6 shows an example of how the lower leg zone (the red mesh) completely
disappeared at a certain time. In this case, the disappearance happens when the upper
and lower leg make an angle close to 90°. When zones disappear, the simulation diverges
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Figure 3.5: Added knee mesh (yellow) on top of upper and lower leg to reduce the
angle between intersecting boundaries.

instantly. The inflation layers have a bad influence on the overset technique. Personal
communication with a developer of Fluent brought the answer [Chassaigne, 2018]. Fluent
removes zones when certain thresholds are exceeded. According to the developer, the
user can soften this threshold by calling (rpsetvar ’overset/cut/thin-cut-nlayer 2). The
default value is 1. For certain cases, a higher value may be necessary.

(a) Working overset mesh. (b) Failed overset mesh with disappearing cell zone.

Figure 3.6: Example of how a mesh with inflation layers has disappearing zones when
the angle becomes too small.
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Removing inflation layers

Unfortunately, the workaround for disappearing zones was only found after all 2D sim-
ulations were already done. Removing the inflation layers altogether also solved the
disappearing cell zone problem. Therefore, all simulations are performed without any
inflation layers, as this resulted in a working overset mesh and a converging simulation.
A simulation is called converged when the residuals do not decrease anymore for further
iterations. The mesh for the upper and lower leg is shown in figure 3.7. The bulk of the
mesh is made of triangles with a size of 40mm. At the wall, the size was 2mm and a
region of interest (100mm) was created with triangles of 5mm. The mesh for the upper
leg consists of 46,788 elements and the lower leg of 47,371. The total amount of cells,
including background, was 570,933, with a maximum of only 6 Orphan cells during the
motion.

Figure 3.7: Mesh for upper and lower leg.

3.1.4 Simulation

Domain size

The model of the leg was placed in a computational domain with a size of L ∗ H =
60 ∗ 20m2, as shown in figure 3.8. The size exceeds the minimum requirements of best
practice guidelines [Franke et al., 2007]. This exceptionally large domain was created
with the intend to really isolate the geometry of the leg, in order to fully investigate the
effect of the overset mesh.

Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions are presented in table 3.1. At the inlet, a uniform velocity of
15 m/s and a turbulence intensity of 0.5% are imposed. The leg surface is modeled as
a no-slip wall with zero roughness. For the bottom and top boundary of the domain,
symmetry conditions are imposed. At the outlet, zero static gauge pressure is imposed.
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Figure 3.8: Domain size of the 2D simulation.

Inlet velocity 15 m/s
Turbulence method Intensity and Hydraulic diameter
Turbulence intensity (in-/ outlet) 0.5 %
Hydraulic diameter (in-/ outlet) 1 m
Wall leg No-slip
Upper and lower boundary Symmetry

Table 3.1: Boundary conditions.

Governing equations and solver settings

The 2D URANS equations are solved with four different turbulence models: Standard
k-ε with standard wall-functions, Realizable k-ε with scalable wall-functions, Standard
k-ω and SST k-ω. All models resulted in the same divergence point for similar other set-
tings. It was therefore found that the turbulence model did not influence the divergence.
Rather, the different meshes and other solver settings had a much larger impact.

Pressure-velocity coupling is taken care of with the coupled scheme and second-order
discretization schemes are used. The gradients are computed with the least-squares
cell-based method. The transient formulation is first order implicit. The simulations
are performed with the commercial CFD code Ansys Fluent, release 19. The transient
simulation is employed with a time step of 0.001s and later with 0.0001s, using 30
iterations per time step. Different simulations were run, many of which ended with
divergence problems. Finally, a converging simulation was obtained. The solver settings
used for this converging simulation are presented in table 3.2.

Solver Pressure based Gradient Least-squares cell-based
Approach URANS Discretization Second order (upwind)
Turbulence model Realizable k-ε Transient formulation First order implicit
Near-wall treatment Scalable wall functions Time step size 0.0001
Pressure-Velocity coupling Coupled Iterations per timestep 30

Table 3.2: Solver settings 2D simulation of one leg.
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3.2 3D single leg

3.2.1 Geometry

First, a simplified geometry of a single leg was made in 3D to test how the overset
technique behaves in three dimensions. The geometry that was used was similar to the
2D case. The upper and lower legs are revolved around their longitudinal symmetry
axis to obtain two cylinders with spherical ends, shown in figure 3.9. Also, the circular
knee mesh that was present in the 2D case, to reduce the amount of Orphan cells, was
transformed to a sphere and added to the geometry.

Figure 3.9: 3D model of a leg.

3.2.2 Mesh

Tetrahedral cells

A mesh was created with ANSYS Meshing consisting of tetrahedral cells and no inflation
layers, similar to the mesh of the 2D working case, shown in figure 3.10. The meshes
for the upper and lower leg were created with cell sizes of 8mm at and up to 8cm away
from the wall. The mesh of the knee had a cell size of 8mm at and up to 15cm away
from the wall. The bulk for the leg and knee had cell sizes of 40mm. The background
consisted of a sphere of influence with a radius of 1.5m and cell sizes of 40mm. The sizes
in the left part of the bulk grew to 0.8m and in the right part of the bulk the cells had
a size of 2m. The amount of cells were 2, 608, 819 for the upper leg, 2, 606, 643 for the
lower leg, 4, 857, 921 for the knee and 2, 661, 486 for the background. The knee had a
larger region of small cells in order to still have those sizes in the knee cavity when the
leg made sharp angle and the intersection of the upper and lower leg occurred further
away.
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(a) Upper leg. (b) Knee.

(c) Background.

Figure 3.10: tetrahedral mesh of upper leg, knee and background.

The pedaling motion was tested in Fluent using the mesh motion feature. A 3D mesh is
more complicated than a 2D mesh and consequently the mesh motion failed. As shown in
figure 3.11, the problem of disappearing zones occurred again. For the 2D case, a solution
was found for the disappearing cell zone problem. Calling (rpsetvar ’overset/cut/thin-
cut-nlayer 2) into the Text-based User Interface of Fluent, would loosen a parameter for
the overset technique. However, this did not work for the 3D case. Calling the command
resulted in a memory error and therefore it was concluded that this is only a suitable
solution for a 2D case.

Transition zone

The amount of Orhpan cells present is 636. This is much larger than the 6 for the
2D case. In figure 3.11a, the location of the Orphan cells in indicated with a red line.
Instead of just in the knee cavity, the Orphan cells are now located all around the knee.
The presence of the spherical mesh at the location of the knee results in two transitions
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(a) Mesh before failure. (b) Mesh after lower leg zone disappeared.

Figure 3.11: 3D leg mesh before and after disappearing cell zones.

and thus in two separate areas of Orphan cells. Because of the third dimension, the
area where boundaries intersect is much larger, resulting in more Orphan cells. In 3D,
it might thus be a good idea to leave out such a spherical mesh in the knee, leaving just
one area where the boundaries intersect. Removing the spherical geometry reduced the
amount of Orphan cells from 636 to only 178 which, compared to the total amount of
cells (7, 876, 918 without the knee), is only a very small fraction. The transition zone
that was introduced in the 2D case to reduce the amount of Orphan cells had an opposite
effect in the 3D case. The mesh for the knee is therefore removed, leaving just the upper
and lower leg and the background.

Poly-Hexcore cells

One concern at this point is the amount of cells present just for a single leg. Almost 8
million cells is really computationally expensive, especially for a transient simulation. Up
until this point, ANSYS meshing was used to create the meshes. This was done because
with ANSYS meshing, there is a better control over the mesh. However, with a new
version of ANSYS Fluent (19.2), a new way of generating meshes became available, the
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so called Poly-Hexcore or Mosaic meshing. According to their website, ANSYS Mosaic
technology automatically connects different types of meshes with general polyhedral
elements [ANSYS Inc, 2019]. Giving opportunities for solving increasingly complex
geometries with greater accuracy and speed. The Poly-Hexcore mesh fills the bulk region
with high quality Hexahedral cells, places a layered polyprism mesh in the boundary layer
and conformally connects the two meshes with general polyhedral elements (figure 3.12).

Figure 3.12: Example of a Poly-Hexcore mesh with in blue the Hexahedral bulk, orange
the poly prism boundary layer and in green the polyhedral connection between the two
[ANSYS Inc, 2019].

The Mosaic mesh is generated up to ten times faster. It has fewer cells, which are
of better quality. It also uses less memory and is able to deliver solutions two times
faster with a higher accuracy [ANSYS Inc, 2019]. It is therefore recommended to use
this poly-hexcore mesh for complex geometries, such as a pedaling cyclist [Chassaigne,
2018].

To test the power of this, a new mesh was made with Fluent Meshing, using Poly-
Hexcore cells. Both the tetrahedral and Poly-Hexcore meshes are shown side by side
for comparison in figure 3.13. The sizes of the Poly-Hexcore cells are similar to the
tetrahedral cells. For the leg, the region close to the walls have cell sizes of 8mm, than
16mm and 32mm at the overset boundary. The background has a sphere of influence
with sizes of 32mm. Behind that, a region of interest with cell sizes of 64mm is present.
After that, the cells grow in size outward, each time doubling in size, to reach a largest
size of 1, 024mm. The total amount of cells in the upper leg is 506, 952, the lower leg
has 509, 533 cells and the background consists of 1, 201, 324 cells.

The wall mesh of the single leg, together with the cross-section of the background mesh,
is shown in figure 3.14. The missing colours in the knee cavity indicate that there are
Orphan cells present. The amount of Orphan cells is 164, which is similar to the amount
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(a) ANSYS meshing upper leg: 2.6
million tetrahedral cells

(b) ANSYS meshing background: 2.6 million tetrahedral cells

(c) Fluent meshing upper leg: 0.5
million poly-hexcore cells

(d) Fluent meshing background: 1.2 million poly-hexcore cells

Figure 3.13: Difference in meshes made by ANSYS meshing and Fluent meshing.

of Orphan cells in the tetrahedral mesh, shown in figure 3.11a. However, the overlap
between cells is better, resulting in a better overset mesh. Also, it is clearly seen from
figure 3.13 that the Poly-Hexcore mesh has a much more structured grid with a lot less
cells. This results in much faster simulations of a higher quality, with a lesser chance of
divergence. Finally, in contrast to the tetrahedral mesh, no zones disappeared for the
Poly-Hexcore mesh during the pedaling motion. Therefore, only Poly-Hexcore meshes
will be used in the remainder of this study.

3.2.3 Simulation

Steady simulations were performed with both the tetrahedral cell mesh and the Poly-
Hexcore cell mesh to investigate the difference between the two in terms of result and
computational time.
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Figure 3.14: Poly-Hexcore mesh of the single leg.

Domain size

For both cases the computational domain had a size of L∗W ∗H = 60∗20∗20m3, which
is just an extrusion of 20m of the 2D case. The domain size therefore still exceeds the
minimum requirements of best practice guidelines [Franke et al., 2007].

Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions are presented in table 3.3. At the inlet, a uniform velocity
of 15 m/s and a turbulence intensity of 0.5% are imposed. The leg surface is modeled
as a no-slip wall with zero roughness. For the bottom, top and side boundaries of the
domain, symmetry conditions are imposed. At the outlet, zero static gauge pressure is
imposed.

Governing equations and solver settings

The 3D RANS equations are solved with the SST k-ω model. Pressure-velocity coup-
ling is taken care of with the coupled scheme and second-order discretization schemes
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Inlet velocity 15 m/s
Turbulence method Intensity and Hydraulic diameter
Turbulence intensity (in-/ outlet) 0.5 %
Hydraulic diameter (in-/ outlet) 1 m
Wall leg No-slip
Upper, lower and side boundary Symmetry

Table 3.3: Boundary conditions.

are used. The gradients are computed with the least-squares cell-based method. The
simulations are performed with the commercial CFD code Ansys Fluent, release 19.
The simulations are run until convergence is achieved. The solver settings used for the
simulations are presented in table 3.4. The results are presented in chanper 4.2.

Solver Pressure based Gradient Least-squares cell-based
Approach RANS Discretization Second order (upwind)
Turbulence model SST k-ω Pressure-Velocity coupling Coupled
Near-wall treatment y+-insensitive

Table 3.4: Solver settings.

3.3 3D cyclist

3.3.1 Geometry

Now that the pedaling motion is successfully applied in 3D, the step to a full body
geometry can be made. Figure 3.15 shows the 3D scan of a model cyclist. The scan
was obtained by an Eva structured 3D light scanner [Artec Europe]. The bicycle is
disregarded an only the cyclist will be used for the simulations.

Figure 3.15: 3D scanned model of a cyclist, in this case my supervisor Thijs van
Druenen.
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Complications of the complex geometry on the pedaling motion

In order to have this geometry perform a pedaling motion, it is split up into five different
parts: the right upper leg, left upper leg, right lower leg, left lower leg and the upper
body. First, the original pedaling motion was applied to the left leg to investigate the
effects of the motion on the model. The motion is shown in figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Pedaling motion of the geometry of the left leg.

Only the upper and lower leg move. The foot is kept in the same relative position to
the lower leg since both move as a single part. This was done to keep the total motion
at a minimum. The goal of this study was to investigate the possibility of a pedaling
motion. Adding a rotation to the foot will be trivial at a later stage, when the motion of
the legs is successful. Furthermore, the motion of the feet is expected to have a minimal
impact on the eventual results of the simulation. Keeping the moving parameters at a
minimum helps quantifying the problem. The same is true for the upper body. In this
study it is kept still, whereas in real life the upper body also incorporates some motion.
Keeping the problem as simple as possible increases the chances of success, which in this
case is more important than obtaining the most accurate results.

The 3D geometry of a single leg, shown in figure 3.9, has overlapping wall boundaries at
the front of the knee, and only an intersecting wall boundary in the knee cavity. During
the pedaling motion, the lower leg rotates relative to the upper leg at the position of the
knee. Since both the upper and lower leg have the same spherical end in the position of
the knee, the wall boundaries keep overlapping during the pedaling motion. However,
this is not the case for the complex scanned geometry of a real cyclist. Figure 3.17a shows
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the initial position of the leg. Here, the boundaries of the upper and lower leg overlap
nicely at the front of the knee. During the pedaling motion, the lower leg rotates around
the knee. Figure 3.17b shows that, after the lower leg has rotated, the boundaries at the
front of the knee no longer overlap nicely, but intersect three times. Since intersecting
wall boundaries generate Orphan cells, this must be avoided.

(a) Overlapping boundaries at the front. (b) Intersecting boundaries at the front.

Figure 3.17: Schematic example of how the wall boundaries at the front of the knee
no longer overlap during pedaling motion.

Spherical hips and knees

To achieve this, the geometry is altered in such a way, that the front of the knee always
has overlapping boundaries. The same is done for the back of the hips, since the same
principle holds there. The idea was to replace the knees and hips with spheres. This
allowed for the rotation of the upper and lower leg to be performed on this sphere,
resulting in only overlapping boundaries during the entire pedaling motion. To ensure
that both the left and the right leg behave similarly and to save time, the new geometry
of the legs is only made for the right leg and subsequently mirrored to obtain the left
leg. Next, through the pedaling motion, the left leg is put into the right position. This
resulted in a slightly different relative position of the left foot to the lower leg. The new
geometry is shown in figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18: Adjusted model with spheres in the knees and hips.

This new geometry significantly enhanced the performance. However, there are still some
intersecting wall boundaries present during the pedaling motion. The cavity between
the upper leg and belly closed when one of the legs was in the highest positions, resulting
in the wall boundaries intersecting there. Moreover, the knee comes in close vicinity to
the elbow, creating Orphan cells in between due to a lack of overlapping cells. Some
more adjustments to the geometry have to be made.

Final geometry

First, the sphere in the hip is made slightly bigger. Some material was cut away from the
upper leg and belly to give extra space for the pedaling motion. And finally, the upper
body was put 2° more upright to increase the gap between the knee and elbow and to
further open up the gap between upper leg and body. The final geometry is compared
in figure 3.19a to the original scan of the cyclist in figure 3.19b.

Although a lot of the geometry has changed, it still closely resembles the original geo-
metry. The spheres in the knees and hips stick out a bit. This was done to ensure that
the wall boundaries kept overlapping during the whole motion. The cavities can also
be seen nicely as well as the different position of the left foot mentioned earlier. The
difference between the original and final geometry is also visualized in figure 3.20. It is
clearly seen where some material was cut away in the cavities and how the upper body
was put a bit more upright. The difference in volume is only 0.5%, showing that only a
minimal amount of body was cut away. The final geometry is therefore believed to be a
satisfying representation of an actual cyclist.
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(a) Final geometry including spherical hips and
knees, slimmer upper leg and belly and 2° more up-
right position. (b) Original geometry of the model cyclist.

Figure 3.19: Final and original geometry.

3.3.2 Pedaling motion

The 3D scanned geometry has unfortunately a different starting position than was chosen
for the modeled leg. The way in which the pedaling motion is defined is therefore
slightly adjusted. Moreover, the equations are made more generically applicable. The
new pedaling motion is described below.

xh = xh0 − rc ∗ (1− cos (f 2πt))

yh = yh0 + rc ∗ sin (f 2πt)
(3.8)

D =

√
(xh − xhj)

2 + (yh − yhj)
2 (3.9)
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Figure 3.20: Contours or the original (black) and final (red) geometry.

α0 = arctan

(
yh − yhj
xh − xhj

)
α1 = arccos

(
−L2 − U2 −D2

2UD

)
α = α0 − α1

(3.10)

xk = U cos (α) , yk = U sin (α) (3.11)

The only input needed are the centers of the spheres in the hip and knee and the position
of the heel. Instead of defining an absolute motion for both upper and lower leg, the lower
leg is given a relative rotation to the upper leg. First, the time dependent coordinates
of the heel are calculated. Instead of using the coordinates of the hip together with the
lengths and angles of upper and lower leg, as was the case in (3.1), the coordinates of
the heel at t = 0s (xh0) are used, which are taken from the geometry. Also, the starting
position of the leg has changed. The geometry of the single leg started with a stretched
leg, whereas the leg in the full body geometry starts at the back. This is adjusted for,
by shifting the ”1” in (3.8) from the y to the x equation and changing a sign from plus
to minus. Finally, the pedaling frequency f (Hz) is added. This way, every cadence can
be simulated. Now that the hip is no longer positioned at the origin, the coordinates of
the hip joint (xhj , yhj) are added in (3.9) and (3.10). The angular velocity and origin of
rotation for the upper leg are calculated with:
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ωU =
α(t+ dt)− α(t)

dt
, OU = (xhj , yhj). (3.12)

The lower leg moves with the upper leg and has a relative rotation in the knee. The
angular velocity and origin of rotation of the lower leg are calculated with:

αk = arccos

(
−D2 − U2 − L2)

2UL

)
ωL =

αk(t+ dt)− αk(t)

dt
, OL = (xk − xhj , yk − yhj).

(3.13)

Since the geometry is created in such a way that the right and left leg start in the same
position, one leg has to stay stationary for the first half of the pedaling cycle. This
is easily accomplished by putting an if statement before the function of the right leg,
stating that all velocities are zero for t < 1

2f . And by adding a lag for the right leg in
the expression (3.8), according to:

xh = xh0 − rc ∗
(
1− cos

(
f 2πt′

))
yh = yh0 + rc ∗ sin

(
f 2πt′

)
.

(3.14)

Here, t′ = t− 1
2f , where

1
2f is half the period. This way, the left leg starts the pedaling

motion and the right leg starts only when the left leg as made half the rotation. The full
function (written in C) can be found in appendix C. The pedaling motion, as well as the
initial motion of the left leg, is shown in figure 3.22. The position of the legs is specified
by the crack angle. An angle of 0° is defined when the right leg is at the back and the
angle increases with the pedaling motion. This is schematically depicted in figure 3.21,
with α the crank angle, R the position of the right foot and L the position of the left
foot. In figure 3.22 the full pedaling cycle is broken into 10 phases, each of 36°.

Figure 3.21: Schematic representation of the definition of the crank angle (α).
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0° 36° 72° 108° 144°

180° 216° 252° 288° 324°

Figure 3.22: Pedaling motion of the final geometry.

3.3.3 Mesh

The mesh that was created for the final geometry is shown in figure 3.23. Similar settings
were used as before. The background mesh with upper body consist of 2, 514, 733 cells.
The sizing close to the wall is 8mm. The body of influence has 16mm cells. After that,
the cells grow, doubling in size, to reach a maximum cell size of 1, 024mm. All the
leg parts have a cell size of 8mm close to the wall and 16mm further away. The total
amount of cells for the right upper leg is 179, 582, for the right lower leg 176, 823, the left
upper leg has 183, 102 cells and the left lower leg consisted of 190, 309 cells. The total
cell count for the combined mesh is therefore 3, 244, 549. With this new geometry, no
intersecting boundaries are present anymore and the amount of Orphan cells are reduced
to a maximum of 2, only at certain time steps when the leg comes in close vicinity to
the arms or body.
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(a) Cross-section of the background mesh containing upper body: 2, 514, 733 cells.

(b) Cross-section of the right upper leg:
179, 582 cells.

(c) Cross-section of the right lower leg:
176, 823 cells.

Figure 3.23: Final mesh, created with Fluent Meshing using the watertight workflow
in combination with the mosaic Poly-Hexcore mesh.
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Figure 3.24 shows a zoomed in view of the cross-section of the mesh around the head.
The first layer of cells has perpendicular grid lines to the wall and a cell-wall distance of
4mm. Then there are two to three transition layers and in the bulk a structured mesh
is present.

Figure 3.24: Zoomed in mesh around the head.

3.3.4 Simulation

The last step is setting up the simulation. First, the left leg is brought into the starting
position. Then, a steady simulation is run to function as initialization of the transient
simulation. Finally, three different transient simulations are run for different cadences
and three static simulations are run for three different leg positions.

Domain size

The numerical domain for the cyclist’s geometry has a size of L∗W ∗H = 30∗15∗10m3. A
schematic view of the numerical domain is shown in figure 3.25. The domain is smaller
compared to the 2D case due to computational costs, although still sufficiently large
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according to the best practice guidelines mentioned in section 2.2.5. The blockage ratio
is only 0.25% which is well below the maximum recommended blockage of 3%.

Figure 3.25: Schematic representation of the numerical domain.

Boundary conditions

The boundary conditions (see table 3.5) are similar to the other cases. At the inlet,
a uniform velocity of 15 m/s and a turbulence intensity of 0.5% are imposed. At the
outlet a zero static-gauge pressure is imposed. The leg surface is modeled as a no-
slip wall with zero roughness. For the bottom, top and side boundaries of the domain,
symmetry conditions are imposed. A moving cyclist in still air is simulated. That means
that no boundary layer is present at the bottom. The cyclist moves relative to the road
and the air and road both stay still. To simulate this with a cyclist in a fixed position
and an approach flow, the bottom should actually be moving with the same speed as
the wind. However, imposing a symmetry boundary has almost the same effect on the
flow as a moving wall boundary with velocity equal to the inlet velocity. The difference
is that with a moving wall the velocity is always the same at the boundary but with
a symmetry condition the velocity might be a bit lower. However, since the cyclist is
placed 1m above the ground, the effect of this difference in velocity on the flow around
the cyclist is negligible.

Governing equations and solver settings

The 3D URANS equations are solved with the SST k-ω model, incorporating y+-
insensitive wall treatment. Pressure-velocity coupling is taken care of with the coupled
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Inlet velocity 15 m/s
Turbulence method Intensity and Hydraulic diameter
Turbulence intensity (in-/ outlet) 0.5 %
Hydraulic diameter (in-/ outlet) 1 m
Wall leg No-slip
Side boundaries Symmetry

Table 3.5: Boundary conditions.

scheme and second-order discretization schemes are used. The gradients are computed
with the least-squares cell-based method. The transient formulation is first order im-
plicit. The simulations are performed with the commercial CFD code Ansys Fluent,
release 19. The transient simulation is employed with a time step of 0.0001/f s, using
30 iterations per time step, where f is the pedaling frequency. The solver settings are
also presented in table 3.6.

Solver Pressure based Gradient Least-squares cell-based
Approach URANS Discretization Second order (upwind)
Turbulence model SST k-ω Transient formulation First order implicit
Near-wall treatment y+-insensitive Time step size 0.0001/f
Pressure-Velocity coupling Coupled Iterations per time step 30

Table 3.6: Solver settings for the 3D simulation of cyclist geometry.

Cadence

Three different simulations are run for three different cadences and each simulation has
a different time step according to their pedaling frequencies. This was done to ensure
that each time step the leg moves the same amount for each cadence and equal Courant
numbers are present. The influence of the cadence on the aerodynamic drag and the
wake structures are investigated. The different cadences are presented in table 3.7. A
professional cyclist has a cadence of around 90 to 100 RPM [Barry et al., 2016, Lucia
et al., 2001]. The chosen cadences correspond with round frequencies to easily manipulate
the pedaling function. Both the higher and lower cadence are still within a plausible
cycling cadence range [Crouch et al., 2016].

Static positions

To further investigate the influence of the pedaling motion, these simulations are also
compared to three different steady simulations for three different leg positions. As men-
tioned in section 2.1, the aerodynamic drag is highly influenced by the position of the
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Cadence (RPM) Frequency (Hz)

120 2
96 1.6
75 1.25

Table 3.7: Cadences with corresponding pedaling frequency.

legs. The more asymmetric the position, the higher the drag. The three different posi-
tions are quantified by the crank angle. The three leg positions with corresponding crank
angle are shown in figure 3.26. These positions were solved using the RANS approach
until convergence. The other boundary conditions and other solver settings are kept the
same, depicted in tables 3.5 and 3.6.

(a) Leveled feet (0°). (b) In between position (140°). (c) Stretched leg (230°).

Figure 3.26: Three different leg positions.

It is interesting to see if the pedaling motion has an influence on the aerodynamic drag
for these positions. The drag of the pedaling motion will be extracted for these specific
orientations and compared with the steady case. Also, the average drag of the pedaling
motion will be compared with the drag of the steady case. It will be interesting to see
if the average drag of a pedaling cyclist will be higher or lower than the average drag of
a steady cyclist (in an average position).

3.4 Wind-tunnel experiments

Finally, to validate the results, wind tunnel experiments are performed. The experiments
were carried out in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer wind tunnel at Eindhoven Univer-
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sity of Technology, mentioned in section 2.3.3. The wind tunnel has a cross-section of
3 ∗ 2 m2 and a test section length of 27m. Although the experiments took place in an
Atmospheric Boundary layer wind tunnel, the actual Atmospheric Boundary layer wind
profile was not needed for this experiment. Therefore, the cyclist was placed in the
second module, three meters from the end of the contraction, before the roughness ele-
ments. A dedicated set-up with an elevated sharp-edge horizontal plate and embedded
force balance was developed to limit boundary layer development, shown in figure 3.27.
The bicycle is placed on the elevated force balance. Since the experiment is modeling a
cyclist in still air, no boundary layer should be present. The force balance was able to
measure with an estimated accuracy of 0.1N. The flow was initialized for 30s and each
measurement took around 25s. The wind tunnel and experimental setup are shown in
figure 3.28.

Figure 3.27: Elevated plate with embedded force balance, figure adapted from [Blocken
et al., 2018].

(a) Wind tunnel. (b) Setup.

Figure 3.28: Wind tunnel and bicycle setup.

The same leg positions as in the previous chapter are considered, shown in figure 3.29.
The red contour lines represent the outline of the models used in the simulation as shown
in figure 3.26.
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(a) Leveled feet (0°). (b) In between position (140°). (c) Stretched leg (230°).

Figure 3.29: Wind tunnel setup.

Unfortunately, a different bicycle for the wind tunnel experiments had to be used as for
the scanning of the body. Therefore, the legs and arms could not be matched perfectly.
However, the body and head are a satisfying match with the model. A tablet was moun-
ted on the floor, showing the cyclist his live side view together with these overlapping
contours. During the measurements, the cyclist could use this to maintain his position.
Experiments are performed for four different winds speeds and every experiment was
repeated twice to look at repeatability. Not only the three leg positions were measured,
but also the bike on its own. This was done to subtract those results from the bicycle-
rider system to obtain results for only a cyclist, as this was the case for the numerical
experiments. This way, a better comparison can be made. The tests were performed at
an approach flow of 13, 15, 17 and 19m/s. The turbulence intensity in the tunnel was
around 0.33%. Using the scanned model of the cyclist including the bicycle, a frontal
area of 0.44m2 was calculated, resulting in a blockage of 7.33%. Therefore, the blockage
ratio is estimated to be below 7.5% for all three positions. This is slightly higher than
the maximum recommended blockage ratio of 5%. The exact velocity at the position of
the cyclist is measured with a Four-hole Cobra Probe. The Cobra Probe is a device that
is able to measure velocity and pressure in real time [Turbulent Flow Instrumentation,
2000]. A picture of the Cobra Probe in the experimental setup is shown in figure 3.30.
Temperature, pressure, and humidity are measured separately. These quantities allow
for the calculation of the drag area.

Figure 3.30: Cobra Probe 488.
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 2D single leg

Many simulations in 2D were performed to find optimal settings for the overset mesh. A
summarized overview of the results is given in table 4.1. Initially, a very low cadence was
used, one rotation per 10s. Different turbulence models were tested. It was found that
the different turbulence models did not influence the simulation in terms of convergence.
Next, different meshes were tested as described in chapter 3.1.3. The use of different
meshes did have an impact. Only a mesh without any inflation layers resulted in a
converging simulation. After that, the cadence was increased to a more realistic value of
one rotation per second. This resulted in a diverging simulation again. During a transient
simulation, a wall boundary must not move more than half the smallest cell size each
time step. Having cell sizes of 2mm at the wall means that the leg can only move 1mm
perpendicular to the wall each time step. Assume that the foot is the fastest moving
point. The foot makes a circular motion, with a frequency of 1Hz. The circumference
is 2πrc = 2π ∗ 0.18 ≈ 1.13m, meaning that the tangential velocity is 1.13m/s. At least
a time step smaller than 0.001/1.13 ≈ 8.85 ∗ 10−4s is needed. Initially, the time step for
the simulations was chosen at 1 ∗ 10−3s, which is slightly larger. For higher cadences,
a smaller time step is needed. After reducing the time step to 1 ∗ 10−4s a converging
simulation was achieved again.

Not only the motion of the leg relative to the cell sizes determines the time step, also
the Courant number is of importance, as discussed in section 2.2.5. Figure 4.1 shows a
contour of the Courant number at a certain time in the simulation. It is seen that even
for the small time step of 1 ∗ 10−4s, the Courant number exceeds the desired value of 1
in some cells. This is because, due to the 2D nature of the problem, the only place the
wind can pass the leg is over and under it, creating high velocities. However, for a 3D
case the wind can go around the leg as well and the Courant number is expected to be
lower. Nevertheless, since only a few cells have a Courant number > 1 and a converging
simulation is achieved, the time step was not reduced further.
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Turbulence model Wall functions Mesh Cadence Time step Converge

SST k-ω y+-insensitive Inflation layers 6 0.001 7

Standard k-ε Standard Inflation layers 6 0.001 7

Realizable k-ε Scalable Inflation layers 6 0.001 7

Realizable k-ε Scalable Stair stepping 6 0.001 7

Realizable k-ε Scalable Stair stepping with knee 6 0.001 7

Realizable k-ε Scalable No inflation layers 6 0.001 3

Realizable k-ε Scalable No inflation layers 60 0.001 7

Realizable k-ε Scalable No inflation layers 60 0.0001 3

Table 4.1: Attempts with different meshes, turbulence models and time steps.

Figure 4.1: Flow Courant number.

The 2D velocity profile after three seconds flow time is shown in figure 4.2. The flow
field shows similarities to the flow around a cylinder with vortex shedding and a Von
Karman vortex street, which was expected for the 2D case. However, these results are
not of interest for actual cycling aerodynamics since the dynamics of the flow differ too
much from reality. The 2D case was only used to parameterize the pedaling motion and
test behaviour of the overset technique with this kind of motion.
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Figure 4.2: Velocity contour of a single leg in 2D after 3 seconds flow time.

4.2 3D single leg

Two steady simulations were performed for the single leg in 3D, using two different
meshing techniques. The tetrahedral mesh created with ANSYS meshing and the Poly-
Hexcore mesh created with Fluent meshing are compared. It was expected that the
Poly-Hexcore mesh would perform better in terms of computational time and accuracy.
The first difference noticed was the fact that the simulation for the tetrahedral mesh
had to be run with first-order schemes first, otherwise a divergence occurred. Also, it
took much longer for the simulation to reach a converged state. In terms of speed the
Poly-Hexcore mesh performs clearly better. Two cross-sections were made to show the
velocity contours. A vertical cross-section, through the middle of the leg, gives a side-
view of the flow field and a horizontal cross-section, through the knee, gives a top-view
of the flow field around the leg. For the side-view, the wall of the leg is also plotted. The
velocity contours are compared in figure 4.3. It is clearly seen that both meshes give
different results. The wake behind the leg stretches much further for the Poly-Hexcore
mesh.

Next, the pressure coefficients are compared. The same cross-sections are used and the
results are shown in figure 4.4. Again the results are different. The high pressure area
behind the leg is located further away for the Poly-Hexcore mesh. Also, the pressure at
the back of the leg is lower for the Poly-Hexcore mesh than for the tetrahedral mesh and
the transition from low to high pressure at the side of the leg is less symmetrical and
straight for the Poly-Hexcore mesh.
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(a) Tetrahedral mesh, vertical cross-section. (b) Tetrahedral mesh, horizontal cross-section.

(c) Poly-Hexcore mesh, vertical cross-section. (d) Poly-Hexcore mesh, horizontal cross-section.

Figure 4.3: Velocity contours in a vertical and horizontal cross-section for different
meshes.

Finally, the wall shear stress is compared in figure 4.5. The wall shear stress is an
indicator for where the flow separates from the leg. Flow separation occurs under adverse
pressure gradients, when the shear stress becomes zero. The flow stays longer attached
to the leg for the tetrahedral mesh than for the Poly-Hexcore mesh. Also, the boundary
between low and high shear stress is less straight for the Poly-Hexcore mesh. Finally,
the shear stress at the back of the leg is higher for the Poly-Hexcore mesh than for the
tetrahedral one.

The total modeled drag force experienced by the leg is also very different for the different
meshes. The results are presented in table 4.2. The frontal area in this position was
0.417m2. The Reynolds number for the flow was 1∗106. The drag coefficient of a standing
cylinder for this Reynolds number is 0.35 [Dehghan Manshadi, 2012], resulting in a
theoretical drag area of 0.417 ∗ 0.35 = 0.146m2 for a cylinder with an equal frontal area.
The drag areas for the tetrahedral and Poly-Hexcore mesh are 0.075m2 and 0.102m2,
respectively. The leg has a rounded top and bottom and both upper and lower leg
are tilted in a more aerodynamic position compared to a standing cylinder. This can
explain the lower drag area values. However, this does indicate that the result from the
Poly-Hexcore mesh, with a higher drag area, is probably more accurate.
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(a) Tetrahedral mesh, vertical
cross-section.

(b) Tetrahedral mesh, horizontal cross-section.

(c) Poly-Hexcore mesh, vertical
cross-section.

(d) Poly-Hexcore mesh, horizontal cross-section.

−0.5 −0.4 −0.3 −0.2 −0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Figure 4.4: Pressure coefficient in a vertical and horizontal cross-section for different
meshes.
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(a) Tetrahedral mesh. (b) Poly-Hexcore mesh.

Figure 4.5: Wall shear stress for different meshes.

Total (N) Upper leg (N) Lower leg (N) Total drag area (m2)

Tetrahedral mesh 10.24 7.23 3.01 0.075
Poly-Hexcore mesh 13.90 8.97 4.93 0.102

Table 4.2: Drag force for the different meshes and leg parts.
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4.3 3D cyclist

4.3.1 Dynamic model

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show the velocity contours in a vertical cross-section 0.1m from the
middle, at the position of the left leg, for the three different cadences throughout one
pedaling cycle. Throughout the pedaling cycle, the wake structures change. The major
movement of the wake is a flapping motion. The different leg positions also induce a
different wake. The more extended and vertical the leg, the greater the wake behind
the leg. Also, the wake behind the upper body is influenced by the position of the legs.
A bent leg reduces the length of the wake on that side behind the upper body. The
different cadences also induce different wake structures. Especially the low cadence of
75 RPM shows a longer wake than the two higher cadences of 96 and 120 RPM.

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the pressure coefficients in the same cross-section for the three
different cadences throughout one pedaling cycle. The higher the frontal area of the
leg, the higher the overpressure in front of it. The legs do not have a noticeable impact
on the pressure around the upper body. Also, no outstanding difference are observed
between the different cadences.

Next, figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the pressure coefficient and the wall shear stress on the
body of the cyclist. The wall shear stress is an indication for where the flow separates
from the body. During the pedaling motion, this changes significantly. The legs have
an influence on the shear stress on the upper body. The more the leg is bent and thus
the higher the knee, the lower the wall shear stress on the side of the body. Also, when
pulling up the leg the boundary between high and low shear stress becomes less straight,
indicating a turbulent shedding of the flow. This can be seen on the right leg at 0° and
the left leg at 150°. Also for the shear stress, no clear differences between the different
cadences are observed.

Finally, the drag area is considered. The total drag area for the different cadences over
the course of multiple pedaling cycles is shown in figure 4.12. The mean value for the
drag area is also plotted. The average drag area for a cadence of 75 RPM is 0.112m2, for
96 RPM 0.109m2 and for a cadence of 120 RPM the average drag area is 0.108m2. It is
seen that the drag area for the lower cadence of 75 RPM is, relatively, much larger than
for the other two cadences. This is in accordance with the observation that the wake was
longer for this cadence. The highest cadence of 120RPM had the lowest average drag
area. The drag area is very chaotically fluctuating around the mean value. However, a
repeating pattern between pedaling cycles can be observed. Figure 4.14 shows the drag
areas for the three different cadences, respectively 75, 96 and 120 RPM, decomposed
into the drag areas for the left and right upper and lower leg. A clear shift of half a
cycle is visible for the drag areas for the left and right leg. The drag areas for the lower
leg have a nice sinusoidal shape. However, this is not the case for the drag areas of the
upper legs. One reason could be that, during the pedaling motion, the frontal area of
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the upper leg changes significantly. At one time, the upper leg is almost vertical and
the whole length contributes to the frontal area of the upper leg. Some time later, the
upper leg is almost horizontal and almost only the knee contributes to the frontal area
of the upper leg. Whereas the orientation of the lower leg changes gradually in time,
the upper leg’s orientation changes more in phases, resulting in the strange shape of the
drag area development of the upper legs.

Lastly, the drag area of the upper body for the different cadences is shown in figure
4.13 for multiple pedaling cycles. Although the upper body does not move in time, the
drag area changes significantly, from around 0.055m2 to 0.070m2. This is an increase of
more than 25%. The more asymmetric the legs, the higher the drag area for the upper
body. It was found in literature that the total drag area is lowest for a more symmetric
leg position. This is not only due to the drag area of the legs itself, but the position
of the legs also induce a higher or lower drag area on the body. The flow structures
are changed in such a way that the upper body is affected as well. A high drag area is
present for a leg position of 300° and 330°. Looking at the wall shear stress for those
positions, it is seen that the shear stress on the body is lower, indicating an earlier point
of flow separation, thus increasing the drag.
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75 RPM 96 RPM 120 RPM

Figure 4.6: Velocity contours in a vertical cross-section at different positions for dif-
ferent cadences.
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75 RPM 96 RPM 120 RPM

Figure 4.7: Velocity contours in a vertical cross-section at different positions for dif-
ferent cadences continued.
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75 RPM 96 RPM 120 RPM

Figure 4.8: Pressure coefficient contours in a vertical cross-section at different positions
for different cadences.
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75 RPM 96 RPM 120 RPM

Figure 4.9: Pressure coefficient contours in a vertical cross-section at different positions
for different cadences continued.
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75 RPM 96 RPM 120 RPM

Figure 4.10: Pressure coefficient and wall shear stress contours on the body at different
positions for different cadences.
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75 RPM 96 RPM 120 RPM

Figure 4.11: Pressure coefficient and wall shear stress contours on the body at different
positions for different cadences continued.
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Figure 4.12: Total drag area for different cadences.

Figure 4.13: Drag area of the upper body for different cadences.
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(a) 75 RPM

(b) 96 RPM.

(c) 120 RPM.

Figure 4.14: Drag areas on the Left Lower Leg (LLL), Left Upper Leg (LUL), Right
Lower Leg (RLL) and Right Upper Leg (RUL) for different cadences.
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4.3.2 Static positions

The velocity contours for the three different leg positions are shown in figure 4.16. A
vertical cross-section of the domain was taken 0.1m from the middle of the domain,
at the position of the left leg. The model of the cyclist is shown as well. The wake
structures are clearly different for different leg positions. The more vertical the lower
leg, the lower the wind speed and the larger the wake behind the leg. The more vertical
the upper leg, the larger the low speed area in front of the leg. Although the upper
body does not change position for the different leg positions, the wake behind the upper
body does change. As seen before, the position of the legs influences the flow around
the upper body.

The pressure coefficient for the same cross-section is plotted in figure 4.17. The same
trend as for the velocity profile can be seen. The more vertical the leg, the higher the
overpressure in front and the lower the underpressure behind the leg. Also, the pressure
in the wake of the cyclist changes significantly for different leg positions.

The pressure coefficient and the shear stress on the body are shown in figure 4.18. What
is again striking, is that the pressure and shear stress on the upper body are influenced
by the position of the legs, even though the upper body does not change. The shear
stress can be used to evaluate where the flow separates. For different leg positions the
separation point is very different. The more vertical the upper or lower leg, the sooner
the flow separates on that part and thus the higher the drag force will be there. Focusing
on the left leg, three different scenarios exist. For the leveled (0°) position, the upper
leg is bent and the lower leg stretched, resulting in a late separation for the upper leg
and an early separation for the lower leg. In the 140° position, both upper and lower
left leg are stretched. Therefore, the flow separates early on both parts. Finally, for the
position where the right leg is stretched (230°), both upper and lower left leg are bent
and thus the flow stays attached longer to the left leg in this position. This will result
in different drag values for the different leg positions.

Finally, the drag area for the three different leg positions are presented in figure 4.15.
The drag area for the 0° position is 0.1402m2, for the 140° position 0.1437m2 and for the
230° position 0.1432m2. As expected, the drag area for the stretched (230°) case is larger
than the drag are for the leveled (0°) case. However, in contrast with other studies, the
drag area for the 140° leg position is largest. This can be explained by looking at the
shear stress. As mentioned, the longer the flow stays attached, the lower the drag. In
the 0° case, only the left lower leg has an early flow separation and thus a relative low
drag. The 230° has and early flow separation for the right upper and lower leg, resulting
in a higher drag. Finally, the 140° case had an early flow separation for the left upper
and lower leg and the right lower leg, resulting in the highest relative drag area.

The drag area for the static leg positions are higher than the drag areas for the dynamic
pedaling case. To investigate this effect the results from the static and 96 RPM dynamic
case are shown next to each other. Figure 4.19 shows the velocity contours for the
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static and dynamic simulation. The difference in brightness of the colours between the
static and dynamic case is because both cases had to be post-processed with a different
program, resulting in slightly different exposures. The wake for the dynamic case shows
a more turbulent behaviour. Also, the wake for the static case is much larger. This is
a first indication of why the drag area for the static leg positions are higher that for
the dynamic case. Figure 4.20 shows the wall shear stress for the static and dynamic
simulation. These figures also show differences. The wall shear stress is lower further
upstream on the legs of the static cases compared to the dynamic cases, indicating that
the flow separates earlier for the static case than for the dynamic one, resulting in a
higher drag area. Also, the more turbulent the flow, the better the attachment and the
lower the drag. One can imagine that a pedaling cyclist generates more turbulence than
a stationary one, thus decreasing the drag area for the dynamic case.

Figure 4.15: Drag area of different leg positions.
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(a) Leveled (0°)

(b) In between (140°).

(c) Right leg down (230°).

Figure 4.16: Velocity contours in a vertical cross-section for different leg position.
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(a) Leveled (0°)

(b) In between (140°).

(c) Right leg down (230°).

Figure 4.17: Pressure coefficient contours in a vertical cross-section for different leg
position.
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(a) Leveled (0°) (b) Leveled (0°)

(c) In between (140°). (d) In between (140°).

(e) Right leg down (230°). (f) Right leg down (230°).

Figure 4.18: Pressure coefficient and shear stress on the body for different leg positions.
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(a) Static (0°) (b) Dynamic (0°)

(c) Static (140°) (d) Dynamic (140°)

(e) Static (230°) (f) Dynamic (230°)

Figure 4.19: Comparing velocity contours in a vertical cross-section for different leg
positions obtained by a static and dynamic simulation.
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(a) Static (0°) CdA = 0.140m2. (b) Dynamic (0°) CdA = 0.106m2.

(c) Static (140°) CdA = 0.144m2. (d) Dynamic (140°) CdA = 0.110m2.

(e) Static (230°) CdA = 0.143m2. (f) Dynamic (230°) CdA = 0.106m2.

Figure 4.20: Comparing wall shear stress contours on the body for different leg posi-
tions obtained by a static and dynamic (96 RPM) simulation.
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4.4 Wind tunnel

The results from the wind tunnel tests are presented in figure 4.21. The experiments
were performed for four different wind speeds and three different leg positions. The
experiments were repeated twice and the average values are used. As expected the
drag area is highest for the asymmetric leg position and lowest for the symmetric leg
position. Comparing the absolute values with the CFD results (see figure 4.15) shows a
large difference of almost a factor 2.
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Figure 4.21: Drag area of different leg positions for different velocities.
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Chapter 5

Discussion

A lower cadence was observed to have a higher drag area. A longer wake and a flow
separation further upstream were observed, causing the higher drag area. The more
turbulent the flow, the better the flow attachment and the lower the drag. A possible
reason for the higher drag area for low cadence is that a low cadence causes a less
turbulent flow, resulting in earlier separation and a higher drag area.

For the 120 RPM case, at the 30°, 240° and 270° leg position, a higher pressure coefficient
is observed much further upstream than for the other cadences and leg positions. No
clear reason was found for this. This relatively higher pressure gradient was only present
for those specific cases and was possibly just a result of the post-processing.

The legs influence the flow around the upper body. This was observed in almost all the
results. The wall shear stress on the side of the body changed when the upper leg came
close to the upper body. The flow around the upper body starts feeling the presence of
the upper leg as well and starts separating sooner. The turbulent shedding of the flow
observed at the left leg at a position of 150° could be because, at that time, the leg is
pulled almost exactly against the free steam flow, significantly increasing the relative
velocity and enhancing turbulent behaviour.

The total drag area shows no real repeating features over multiple pedaling cycles or
recognizable phases within one cycle. However, decomposing the total drag area in the
drag areas for the different body parts does. Every body part has a different phase,
resulting in an unrecognizable pattern for the total drag area. However, the behaviour
of the total drag area in time is similar for the three different cadences.

According to other literature, the drag area should be lowest for a symmetric leg position
and highest for an asymmetric leg position. However, the results form CFD show that
the leg position at 140° has the highest drag area. This can be explained by the position
of the legs for these crank angles. Looking at the 140° position, the upper legs are more
asymmetric than for the 230° position. This is probably due to the different bicycle that
was used for the scanning of the model. The positions are defined by crank angles that
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gave a symmetric, asymmetric and in between leg position for the wind tunnel tests.
However, the same crank angles result in slightly different leg positions for the CFD
simulations, resulting in a discrepancy in the results.

In contrast to what was found by Garćıa-López et al. [2008], the drag area for a pedaling
cyclist is lower than for a static one. The average reduction in drag area of a pedaling
cyclist for the three considered leg positions is 25%. One reason could be that the
pedaling motion induces more turbulence, which results in better flow attachment and
thus a lower drag area. A possible reason why Garćıa-López et al. [2008] found the
opposite effect in a wind tunnel study, may be that the cyclist induced other motions
than just the pedaling of the legs during the cycling effort. The upper body motion may
have induced other effects on the flow or even a direct influence on the force balance,
increasing the measured drag.

The results from CFD and wind tunnel experiments differ by almost a factor 2. There
are a lot of possible contributing factors for this. First of all the model used in CFD
was not exactly the same as the cyclist in the wind tunnel. Although a 3D scan of the
same person was made, the geometry was altered before using it in the simulation. The
surface was a lot smoother. The hands were almost spheres as well due to the smoothing.
The hips and knees were changed a lot to. The helmet is also different. In the wind
tunnel the helmet was open, whereas in the simulation it was closed. The flapping of the
shirt of the cyclist in the wind tunnel is also very different than a smooth, still body in
the simulation. Overall, the geometry of the cyclist for the CFD study was slimmer and
more aerodynamic than the cyclist in the wind tunnel. Furthermore, a blockage ratio of
7.5% was present in the wind tunnel, which is higher than the maximum recommended
blockage of 5%. This could also result in a higher drag area.
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Chapter 6

Limitations

The simulations are performed with the URANS approach. As mentioned in chapter
2.2.3, URANS does not simulate turbulence, only statistics. It is therefore important to
keep this in mind when looking at the results.

Also, no grid sensitivity study was performed. This had several reasons. First of all,
it was very hard to get a working grid in the first place. The grid cells could not be
to small, or the simulations would become too computationally expensive and the cells
could not be too large or the overset technique would not work. A balance was found
and a working mesh achieved. However, this resulted in only one working mesh and
therefore no grid sensitivity study. Only the work on the single leg in 3D, where two
different meshing techniques were used could be seen as a sort of grid sensitivity study
where the Poly-Hexcore mesh came out as better performing. Secondly, the available
time for this project and the already very computationally expensive simulations did not
give room for simulations on multiple grids. However, since the goal of this project was
to make a first attempt at a dynamic simulation of a pedaling cyclist, the actual accuracy
of the results is of less importance and a grid sensitivity study was not of the highest
priority. However, this does mean that there is some uncertainty about the accuracy of
the results.

Furthermore, the smallest cell sizes are quite large. No inflation layers were added to
the mesh since this was not possible in combination with the overset technique. Also,
this would have made the simulations too computationally expensive. The smallest cell-
wall distance was 4mm. To estimate the size of the smallest scales in turbulence the
Kolmogorov length scale is often used, defined as:

η =

(
ν3

ε

)1/4

, (6.1)

where ν is the viscosity and ε the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy [Pope,

2000]. The dissipation rate can be estimated by the relation ε ∼ U3

L . Using this, the
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Kolmogorov length scale was estimated to be around 3 ∗ 10−5m. The used cell sizes are
two orders of magnitude bigger. Therefore, wall functions were used. As mentioned in
section 2.2.5, wall functions are only an estimation and the flow separation points are
predicted with less accuracy.

Next, the computational cost was much larger than anticipated. Only two and a half
pedaling cycles were simulated. A part of the first cycle was also needed for the flow
to settle. Therefore no averaging over multiple pedaling cycles could be performed.
Therefore, the results are very specific and the degree of repeatability is uncertain.

Also, only the cyclist itself was considered. The bicycle, including possible rotation
wheels and a moving floor boundary were not used. The results are also only considering
still air conditions. Outside, where wind is almost always present, the results may not
hold the same.

Finally, the results could not really be validated. An attempt was made with wind tunnel
experiments for three different static leg positions, but as mentioned in the discussion,
the differences in setup were too big to really validate the CFD results.
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Chapter 7

Future research

Now that a way of simulating moving athletes, in this specific case a pedaling cyclist,
is present a lot of new research can be done. For further research it is recommended
to take into account the great computational cost that comes with simulating pedaling
cyclists. Including inflation layers will be the biggest area of improvement, but this will
also significantly increase the computational cost. Adding the bicycle and implementing
a moving foot and upper body can also increase the agreement with reality. Furthermore,
simulating more than two pedaling cycles can also give more insight in the mechanics of
the problem. A real validation study must also still be done to ensure the accuracy of
the CFD results. Finally, to model real turbulence instead of statistics, which was the
case for the URANS approach, different approaches such as LES, SAS, DES or a hybrid
approach can be considered.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

The results from the 2D single leg case show that a proper time step is essential for a
good simulation. Furthermore, it was found that a mesh containing inflation layers was
not well suited in combination with the overset technique. The results also showed how
the pedaling motion could be parameterized successfully. The 2D case laid the basis for
understanding different meshes and turbulence models. From there the more complex
3D case was setup.

The 3D single leg case shows how two different mesh techniques can produce quite
different results. It is not evident from the contour plots which mesh was more accurate,
only that a clear difference is present. Comparing the drag areas computed with the two
meshes with the theoretical drag area of a cylinder in similar conditions indicates that
the results from the Poly-Hexcore mesh are more accurate. This cannot be said with a
hundred percent certainty, however. What is certain, is that the Poly-Hexcore mesh is
much faster and robuster in calculating the results.

The first results from a pedaling cyclist look promising. Although a lot of uncertainty
about the accuracy of the results is still present, an initial understanding of the aerody-
namics of a pedaling cyclist is achieved. However, the main goal of this research was to
create a dynamic simulation of a pedaling cyclist using CFD. This goal was definitely
achieved and some helpful guidelines can be presented.

• Using Poly-Hexcore cells can significantly decrease the number of cells, decrease
the computational cost and are a necessity for a converging dynamic simulation.
It is well suited in combination with the overset technique, since it uses zones with
exactly the same cell size, increasing the amount of Donor and Receptor cells and
thereby improving the performance of the overset technique.

• The model must be altered to avoid any intersecting wall boundaries. This can for
instance be achieved by replacing all joints with spheres.

• A small enough time step is crucial for a converging simulation. Not only the
Courant number is important, also the movement of the geometry cannot exceed
more than half the smallest cell size.
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Appendix A

Realizable k-ε

The following information has been quoted from the Fluent Theory Guide [ANSYS®,
2018].
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4.3.3. Realizable k-ε Model

4.3.3.1. Overview

The realizable -  model  [512] differs from the standard -  model in two important ways:

The realizable -  model contains an alternative formulation for the turbulent viscosity.

A modified transport equation for the dissipation rate, , has been derived from an exact equation for the transport of the
mean-square vorticity fluctuation.

The term “realizable” means that the model satisfies certain mathematical constraints on the Reynolds stresses, consistent
with the physics of turbulent flows. Neither the standard -  model nor the RNG -  model is realizable.

To understand the mathematics behind the realizable -  model, consider combining the Boussinesq relationship
(Equation 4–14) and the eddy viscosity definition (Equation 4–41) to obtain the following expression for the normal
Reynolds stress in an incompressible strained mean flow:

(4–51)

Using Equation 4–41 for , one obtains the result that the normal stress, , which by definition is a positive

quantity, becomes negative, that is, “non-realizable”, when the strain is large enough to satisfy

(4–52)

Similarly, it can also be shown that the Schwarz inequality for shear stresses ( ; no summation over  and )

can be violated when the mean strain rate is large. The most straightforward way to ensure the realizability (positivity of
normal stresses and Schwarz inequality for shear stresses) is to make  variable by sensitizing it to the mean flow (mean

deformation) and the turbulence ( , ). The notion of variable  is suggested by many modelers including Reynolds 

[478], and is well substantiated by experimental evidence. For example,  is found to be around 0.09 in the logarithmic

layer of equilibrium boundary layers, and 0.05 in a strong homogeneous shear flow.

Both the realizable and RNG -  models have shown substantial improvements over the standard -  model where the
flow features include strong streamline curvature, vortices, and rotation. Since the model is still relatively new, it is not clear
in exactly which instances the realizable -  model consistently outperforms the RNG model. However, initial studies have
shown that the realizable model provides the best performance of all the -  model versions for several validations of
separated flows and flows with complex secondary flow features.

One of the weaknesses of the standard -  model or other traditional -  models lies with the modeled equation for the
dissipation rate ( ). The well-known round-jet anomaly (named based on the finding that the spreading rate in planar jets is
predicted reasonably well, but prediction of the spreading rate for axisymmetric jets is unexpectedly poor) is considered to
be mainly due to the modeled dissipation equation.

The realizable -  model proposed by Shih et al.  [512] was intended to address these deficiencies of traditional -
 models by adopting the following:

A new eddy-viscosity formula involving a variable  originally proposed by Reynolds  [478].

A new model equation for dissipation ( ) based on the dynamic equation of the mean-square vorticity fluctuation.



One limitation of the realizable -  model is that it produces non-physical turbulent viscosities in situations when the
computational domain contains both rotating and stationary fluid zones (for example, multiple reference frames, rotating
sliding meshes). This is due to the fact that the realizable -  model includes the effects of mean rotation in the definition
of the turbulent viscosity (see Equation 4–55 – Equation 4–57). This extra rotation effect has been tested on single moving
reference frame systems and showed superior behavior over the standard -  model. However, due to the nature of this
modification, its application to multiple reference frame systems should be taken with some caution. See Modeling the
Turbulent Viscosity for information about how to include or exclude this term from the model.

4.3.3.2. Transport Equations for the Realizable k-ε Model

The modeled transport equations for  and  in the realizable -  model are

(4–53)

and

(4–54)

where

In these equations,  represents the generation of turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients,

calculated as described in Modeling Turbulent Production in the k-ε Models.  is the generation of turbulence kinetic

energy due to buoyancy, calculated as described in Effects of Buoyancy on Turbulence in the k-ε Models.  represents

the contribution of the fluctuating dilatation in compressible turbulence to the overall dissipation rate, calculated as
described in Effects of Compressibility on Turbulence in the k-ε Models.  and  are constants.  and  are the

turbulent Prandtl numbers for  and , respectively.  and  are user-defined source terms.

Note that the  equation (Equation 4–53) is the same as that in the standard -  model (Equation 4–39) and the RNG -
 model (Equation 4–42), except for the model constants. However, the form of the  equation is quite different from those
in the standard and RNG-based -  models (Equation 4–40 and Equation 4–43). One of the noteworthy features is that
the production term in the  equation (the second term on the right-hand side of Equation 4–54) does not involve the
production of ; that is, it does not contain the same  term as the other -  models. It is believed that the present form

better represents the spectral energy transfer. Another desirable feature is that the destruction term (the third term on the
right-hand side of Equation 4–54) does not have any singularity; that is, its denominator never vanishes, even if 
vanishes or becomes smaller than zero. This feature is contrasted with traditional -  models, which have a singularity
due to  in the denominator.

This model has been extensively validated for a wide range of flows  [265],  [512], including rotating homogeneous shear
flows, free flows including jets and mixing layers, channel and boundary layer flows, and separated flows. For all these
cases, the performance of the model has been found to be substantially better than that of the standard -  model.
Especially noteworthy is the fact that the realizable -  model resolves the round-jet anomaly; that is, it predicts the
spreading rate for axisymmetric jets as well as that for planar jets.

4.3.3.3. Modeling the Turbulent Viscosity

As in other -  models, the eddy viscosity is computed from



(4–55)

The difference between the realizable -  model and the standard and RNG -  models is that  is no longer constant.

It is computed from

(4–56)

where

(4–57)

and

where  is the mean rate-of-rotation tensor viewed in a moving reference frame with the angular velocity . The model

constants  and  are given by

(4–58)

where

(4–59)

It can be seen that  is a function of the mean strain and rotation rates, the angular velocity of the system rotation, and

the turbulence fields (  and ).  in Equation 4–55 can be shown to recover the standard value of 0.09 for an inertial

sublayer in an equilibrium boundary layer.

Important:  In ANSYS Fluent, the term  is, by default, not included in the calculation of . This is an

extra rotation term that is not compatible with cases involving sliding meshes or multiple reference frames. If you
want to include this term in the model, you can enable it by using the
define/models/viscous/turbulence-expert/rke-cmu-rotation-term? text command and entering

yes at the prompt.

4.3.3.4. Model Constants

The model constants , , and  have been established to ensure that the model performs well for certain canonical

flows. The model constants are



Appendix B

SST k-ω

The following information has been quoted from the Fluent Theory Guide [ANSYS®,
2018].
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4.4.3. Shear-Stress Transport (SST) k-ω Model

4.4.3.1. Overview

The SST -  model includes all the refinements of the BSL -  model, and in addition accounts for the transport of the
turbulence shear stress in the definition of the turbulent viscosity.

These features make the SST -  model (Menter [367]) more accurate and reliable for a wider class of flows (for
example, adverse pressure gradient flows, airfoils, transonic shock waves) than the standard and the BSL -  models.

4.4.3.2. Modeling the Turbulent Viscosity

The BSL model described previously combines the advantages of the Wilcox and the -  model, but still fails to properly
predict the onset and amount of flow separation from smooth surfaces. The main reason is that both models do not
account for the transport of the turbulent shear stress. This results in an overprediction of the eddy-viscosity. The proper
transport behavior can be obtained by a limiter to the formulation of the eddy-viscosity:

(4–117)

where  is the strain rate magnitude and  is defined in Equation 4–74.  is given by

(4–118)

(4–119)

where  is the distance to the next surface.

4.4.3.3. Model Constants

All additional model constants ( , , , , , , , , and ) have the same values as for the standard -

model (see Model Constants).

4.4.3.4. Treatment of the SST Model for Icing Simulations

An alternative SST roughness model has been implemented based on the Colebrook correlation by Aupoix [26]. As in the
Spalart-Allmaras model, the concept of wall turbulent viscosity has been adopted, and it is estimated by modelling the wall
values of k and ω. Specifically, Aupoix proposed the following formulations to compute the non-dimensional k and ω on a
wall, ,  [26]:

(4–120)



(4–121)

where , a standard constant in the SST k-ω model.  and  are defined as:

(4–122)

(4–123)

Therefore, all the wall values of k and ω are known:

(4–124)

(4–125)



Appendix C

Pedaling motion

#include "udf.h"
#define pi 4.*atan(1.)

real U = 0.463679312571043;
real L = 0.485285849698519;
real rC = 0.15;
real xHJ = 1.11866101;
real yHJ = 1.02436133;
real xH0 = 1.15615576;
real yH0 = 0.31254755;
real f = 1;

DEFINE ZONE MOTION(RUL,omega,axis,origin,velocity,time,dtime)
{
double xH, yH, D, anought, aone, alpha, xK, yK, aK, xHt, yHt, Dt,

anoughtt, aonet, alphat, xKt, yKt, aKt, omegaB;

if (time < 1/(2*f))

*omega=0;
else

xH = xH0−rC*(1−cos(f*2*pi*(time−1/(2*f))));
yH = yH0+rC*sin(f*2*pi*(time−1/(2*f)));
D = sqrt(pow((xH−xHJ),2)+pow((yH−yHJ),2));
anought = atan2((yH−yHJ),(xH−xHJ));
aone = acos(−((L*L−U*U−D*D)/(2*U*D)));
alpha = anought−aone;
xK = xHJ+U*cos(alpha);
yK = yHJ+U*sin(alpha);
aK = alpha;

xHt = xH0−rC*(1−cos(f*2*pi*(time−1/(2*f)+dtime)));
yHt = yH0+rC*sin(f*2*pi*(time−1/(2*f)+dtime));
Dt = sqrt(pow((xHt−xHJ),2)+pow((yHt−yHJ),2));
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anoughtt = atan2((yHt−yHJ),(xHt−xHJ));
aonet = acos(−((L*L−U*U−Dt*Dt)/(2*U*Dt)));
alphat = anoughtt−aonet;
xKt = xHJ+U*cos(alphat);
yKt = yHJ+U*sin(alphat);
aKt = alphat;

omegaB = (aKt−aK)/dtime;

velocity[0]=0;
velocity[1]=0;
velocity[2]=0;

origin[0]=xHJ;
origin[1]=yHJ;
origin[2]=0;

axis[0]=0;
axis[1]=0;
axis[2]=1;

*omega=omegaB;
return;
}

DEFINE ZONE MOTION(RLL,omega,axis,origin,velocity,time,dtime)
{
double xH, yH, D, thetaK, xHt, yHt, Dt, thetaKt, omegaO, anought, aone, alpha, xK, yK;

if (time < 1/(2*f))

*omega=0;
else

xH = xH0−rC*(1−cos(f*2*pi*(time−1/(2*f))));
yH = yH0+rC*sin(f*2*pi*(time−1/(2*f)));
D = sqrt(pow((xH−xHJ),2)+pow((yH−yHJ),2));
thetaK = acos(−((D*D−U*U−L*L)/(2*U*L)));

xHt = xH0−rC*(1−cos(f*2*pi*(time−1/(2*f)+dtime)));
yHt = yH0+rC*sin(f*2*pi*(time−1/(2*f)+dtime));
Dt = sqrt(pow((xHt−xHJ),2)+pow((yHt−yHJ),2));
thetaKt = acos(−((Dt*Dt−U*U−L*L)/(2*U*L)));

omegaO = −(thetaKt−thetaK)/dtime;

anought = atan2((yH−yHJ),(xH−xHJ));
aone = acos(−((L*L−U*U−D*D)/(2*U*D)));
alpha = anought−aone;
xK = xHJ+U*cos(alpha);
yK = yHJ+U*sin(alpha);

velocity[0]=0;
velocity[1]=0;
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velocity[2]=0;

origin[0]=xK−xHJ;
origin[1]=yK−yHJ;
origin[2]=0;

axis[0]=0;
axis[1]=0;
axis[2]=1;

*omega=omegaO;
return;
}

DEFINE ZONE MOTION(LUL,omega,axis,origin,velocity,time,dtime)
{
double xH, yH, D, anought, aone, alpha, xK, yK, aK, xHt, yHt, Dt,

anoughtt, aonet, alphat, xKt, yKt, aKt, omegaB;

xH = xH0−rC*(1−cos(f*2*pi*time));
yH = yH0+rC*sin(f*2*pi*time);
D = sqrt(pow((xH−xHJ),2)+pow((yH−yHJ),2));
anought = atan2((yH−yHJ),(xH−xHJ));
aone = acos(−((L*L−U*U−D*D)/(2*U*D)));
alpha = anought−aone;
xK = xHJ+U*cos(alpha);
yK = yHJ+U*sin(alpha);
aK = alpha;

xHt = xH0−rC*(1−cos(f*2*pi*(time+dtime)));
yHt = yH0+rC*sin(f*2*pi*(time+dtime));
Dt = sqrt(pow((xHt−xHJ),2)+pow((yHt−yHJ),2));
anoughtt = atan2((yHt−yHJ),(xHt−xHJ));
aonet = acos(−((L*L−U*U−Dt*Dt)/(2*U*Dt)));
alphat = anoughtt−aonet;
xKt = xHJ+U*cos(alphat);
yKt = yHJ+U*sin(alphat);
aKt = alphat;

omegaB = (aKt−aK)/dtime;

velocity[0]=0;
velocity[1]=0;
velocity[2]=0;

origin[0]=xHJ;
origin[1]=yHJ;
origin[2]=0;

axis[0]=0;
axis[1]=0;
axis[2]=1;
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*omega=omegaB;
return;
}

DEFINE ZONE MOTION(LLL,omega,axis,origin,velocity,time,dtime)
{
double xH, yH, D, thetaK, xHt, yHt, Dt, thetaKt, omegaO, anought, aone, alpha, xK, yK;

xH = xH0−rC*(1−cos(f*2*pi*time));
yH = yH0+rC*sin(f*2*pi*time);
D = sqrt(pow((xH−xHJ),2)+pow((yH−yHJ),2));
thetaK = acos(−((D*D−U*U−L*L)/(2*U*L)));

xHt = xH0−rC*(1−cos(f*2*pi*(time+dtime)));
yHt = yH0+rC*sin(f*2*pi*(time+dtime));
Dt = sqrt(pow((xHt−xHJ),2)+pow((yHt−yHJ),2));
thetaKt = acos(−((Dt*Dt−U*U−L*L)/(2*U*L)));

omegaO = −(thetaKt−thetaK)/dtime;

anought = atan2((yH−yHJ),(xH−xHJ));
aone = acos(−((L*L−U*U−D*D)/(2*U*D)));
alpha = anought−aone;
xK = xHJ+U*cos(alpha);
yK = yHJ+U*sin(alpha);

velocity[0]=0;
velocity[1]=0;
velocity[2]=0;

origin[0]=xK−xHJ;
origin[1]=yK−yHJ;
origin[2]=0;

axis[0]=0;
axis[1]=0;
axis[2]=1;

*omega=omegaO;
return;
}
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